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How does he learn to Attune 
w ith the Cosmic Laws ?

I  t h e  WEALTH o f

MAN’S TASK

Uhe following words were specially delivered on 
Wednesday, 19th February, 196U by 'Ra-Ttlen-'Ra, the 
Voice f rom the Vlasters through 7Mrs. Qladys 3. 

ipearmnn-Coofe

m M »  i i i g r Tif fnmany a fd i' me iMHpw that these, too, ■ 
mayHiear of the Word, for there are many 
who are going to  try  and get back to the 
Earth-plane that they can bring som e  
enlightenment. Although they do not 
come from the Heights, they come from 
a plane where there Is a certain amount 
of Intelligence, and they are going to 
make some endeavour to get back into 
a body that there can be some help given 
to the Earth upon these Teachings. These 
Teachings are not only sponsored from 
the Heights but are going to be sponsored 
in the depths. This is not just an ordinary 
Occult School, but the reflection of the 
Powers of the Masters, and the School 
already up above— which is the School 
built in reality—is where all is being sent 
down to these depths and will, when the 

day is finished for the One that is here, be again the 
School in the Heights, that will feed the School in the 
depths. For this School will continue, even after she has 
g o n e: have no doubt about th a t; tor with the School 
in the Heights it cannot be dissolved.

Many have gathered here tonight that they can listen 
to the Word, and I am going to bring you an excerpt from 
JOB which has great dealing with the Mystery of the 
Aquarian expansion, that which all of you are seeking. 
We are seeking to bring you just a little enlightenment 
of what even he was struggling with in his day and of which 
you again are setting into operation as the Prototype.

T H E  K I N G ’S  B I R D
HP H IS  has to do with the piercing of the serpent-power that the spirit may rise, and it would 

be the spirit of this Age. Here is the dove of Cygttus, Aquarius, and the feminine principle 
is struggling to make the spirit within her awake and free;  make the winged mind. In coming 
‘out of the depths she has been able to reach the Heights and thus become crowned. The only 
thing now that she can do is wing to the Heights, that beyond the Solar Light. The serpent 
has been mastered and raised up, and she is the one who has laboured in the kitchen as Cinderella 
and now come in to her rightful own, the feminine principle ; for until she goes into the Heights, 
nothing is born at all. She ts the creation that, when she arrives there, will become the in-bom 
Spirit; the Individuality that has risen up from the personality, come out of these states of the 
earth and found the winging mind,—not the winged Saturn, the winged Baitulia,— but the winged 
mind as the Solar-light.

This is what most of you are seeking for, and I am going to help you to find the way. I can 
only give you the key ;  you must try and find the awareness within your own being by discarding 
those states within yourself that are impeding the way. ITc might tell you— many might tell 
you,— but you will never see what you can behold by your own struggling to know. Man can 
only understand himself when he searches within self and then awakens to what self is doing 
to impede the way. (This description was given by Ra-Men-Ra during the Lecture)..

R E A D  P A G E  

THE GOLDEN
TEN

So now let us turn to the word of Job, for here was one 
who was impeding his own w a y ; and yet it was early 
times so there is a lot to be said on the point of Job.

¡ Man now is bom  of the Aquarian Age, and is old— yet 
young, for be cannot get himself winged until he perceives 
what he is  what he has to discard, where he is going, and 

I how he is going to try and get there. He must perceive 
1 these thhizs. otherwise he can never turn the coin on the

Terror-effect o f Missiles
«mints ¿hat are necessary for him to make the journey 
Mrr-.T>rd.v Telling him will not help him at a l l ; he must 

n-i the wav by searching through the m ind ; then the 
jfli hovomei bom.
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editorial ♦♦ ♦♦ ♦♦ ♦♦ ♦♦ Uruih or Drugs 
Uht Rays of Solar Cighl

L a s t  ytar the following siattmtnt about drug tuts was made by 
Professor A. G. MacGregor, the Regius Professors of Materia Medica 

& Therapeutics at Aberdeen Unwersity !
"Are these so-called tests in rodents and other species anything other than 
a deception and a fraud ? Surely the time has come to tell the ¡public,. . .  
that only human experience in this field can be definitive,. . ."

FOR the drat time someone brave enough in the professional ranks of orthodox 
and bigotted medicine was trying to face the Truth. But there is a far more 

dangerous Drug on the world market to-day than the pharmaceutical chemical: 
a drug that is paralysing the minds of millions and millions causing a slowly 
Increasing state of disease. It causes concrete barriers of mind that are only 
penetratable by the highest Connie energy. It takes away the gift of original 
enquiry which is that Divinity entrusted to the Cause of Spirit in its unbiased 
investigation of Nature, Mother Earth, EVE. It causes Man to act against the 
spirit of Truth which is within his being, his blood of consciousness.

THIS DRUG IS ORTHODOX RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE. IS IT NOT 
TIME TO TELL THE PUBLIC IT IS A DECEPTION AND A FRAUD? 
NO DRUG COULD PRODUCE SUCH WAVES OF UNREASONABLE 
HATE AND INTOLERANCE, SUCH DIATRIBES OF DESTRUCTION, OR 
SUCH SOLID BLOCKS OF INERT MINDS THAN THE PERSUASIVE AND 
SMOOTH TONGUE OF RELIGION.

In their name most of the real evils and destructive acts have been 
perpetuated. They rule by fear, threats of hell-fire, bans of excommunication, 
superstition, all of which make man's minds fearful of free thought.

What man will not accept is that his thoughts and his mind are weapons 
more powerful and more lasting than any other form of energy as it is this 
way that all energy power whether of Spirit, the Cosmos, or Nature are directed 
and woven. When Descartes made utterance of his aphorism, Cogito Ergo Sum—I 
think hence I am, he uttered a truth more profound than books of philosophy. It 
is the very thoughts of man that form such a barrier, as physical a reality as the 
substance of concrete that Truth of Spirit cannot penetrate, save that of the 
Christos Ray. It is such that so solidify the air that is it slowly suffocating Nature 
itself from receiving the Spirit Sustenance it needs in the descent of Cosmic Rays 
and Energies unfouled by the effluvia of man.

A Truth as powerful as Descartes is :
“THE THOUGHTS OF MAN TODAY BECOME THE PHYSICAL 

GARMENT OF EARTH, NATURE AND MAN TOMORROW.”
If man thinks food all day he will slowly grow into the vegetable or animal 

kingdom the which has become his god of worship. If he thinks in false terms 
of truth he will create an atmosphere of false and twisted physical shapes com
pletely disharmonious to receiving Truth and incapable of attuning into Spirit. 
To create a Wireless you must prepare the necessary equipment. Why does not 
man start to free his mind of all those thoughts and tomes of knowledge that are 
untested and untried. Why does he not let himself become free in mind enquiry 
and unbiased in thought ? Because a million speak a statement mere weight of 
numbers does not give falsehood the sanctity of truth.

Now is the Age which all past prophets have declared will be the anti-christ 
age, the age when knowledge will be the black star of guidance a 
mocked Christos Light. Where ever each one of us travel we meet in every country 
the same cry from the people in the street ‘What is Truth, which iact c«ui 1 re y 
u^on Universally all nations are in the same difficulty. Each have volumes
° t  u n d  vcYlftVous, s c i e n t i l i c  n m l  p o l i t i c a l  l e a d e r s  f u l l  o f  t e x t - b o o lc
theory and halt-tried ideas, but all have the lack of Truth to tell them which 
is the way. . ... .. .

IVery few realty and truly believe in the powers of the spirit, and that there 
r e a /r r e x T s fM ftp tr i^ M r fa ^ ^ n ^ ^ ^ ^ tf& p n e r e ^ ^ ^ n fiM r a te F W ^ w o 9 ty r fe  
from matter, and free to see clearly, thus could help and guide those heavily 
weighted in matter.” 1

THIS is the crux of the Work of UNIVERSAL PHILOSOPHY, to turn our 
I thoughts each hour to those Planes of Spirit where Truth can be contacted 

and direction given. This is the cause of man’s chaos, he is rudderless and without 
oars. Gladys Spearman-Cook the founder of this Work has believed above ail 
other truths, that TRUTH alone can be received from the PLANES OF 
SPIRIT, and these planes are of those who have mastered matter and the pull 
of Earth, THE VOICE OF THE MASTERS.

Hence her dynamic Task.
Unless mankind turn to seek into which knowledge can be relied upon, and 

he tests each step as though he were on thin ice, he will learn too late that 
his thoughts have bred a thalidomide type of world, a world full of twisted, 
inhuman, incomplete forms of life. To say this is impossible is no doubt what 
the laboratory chemists said about Thalidomide. Any thinker worthy of the name 
accepts reincarnation as a fact. But of the millions who daily accept such how 
many know what kind of form he or site is building for themselves in their next 
life. Even more importantly how many know or have even asked the question 
what did I do in my last lives to have created the “ ME" 1 am ?

So the Call goes forth from this Paper that the minds of man must be 
set free from the pall and fog of dogma and creed, of intellect and his text-book ; 
and his gifts of mind enquiry should be set free so that he can think unfettered 
by the years of yesterday and the hours of today. As he thinks then he should 
seek in humble thought to receive guidance and good report from those planes 
of Spirit which vibrate Truth. The Rays of Solar Light.

Then the daily drug of knowledge will no longer have to be taken, and the 
Ages of Time will roll bark until those very planes of Light whence all have 
come will be seen and heard once more.

Why should this be believed more than the rest ?
Because it has been tested every step of the way, and the Royal Scapegoat 

who tried the ice was Gladys Spearman-Cook.
N o w  fo r  th e  n e x t m o n th  m a n k in d  w ill b e  a b le  to  re tre sh  his being with 

th e  d e sc en d in g  S o la r  F ire ,  th e  G o ld e n  R a in , th e  c o m in g  o f  w h ic h  prophets o f  
m a n y  p a s t  a g es  h a v e  fo re w a rn e d . I f  th e  sc ien tis t o n ly  s to p p e d  to think for o n e  
b r ie f  m o m e n t o f  th e  fa c tu a l  re a lity  o f the p re ce ss io n  o f  th e  Equinoxes and of 
th e  Law o f  every action has an equal and opposite reaction, he will be x o rccd  to 
say  to  h im se lf  th a t  m a n  a n d  e a r th  m ust now m ee t th a t  so w n  in the Age of 
L eo , th e  p o la r i ty  to  A q u a riu s . T h e n  i f  he has h u m ili ty  he w ill d r o p  h ’s m in d  
m u ltip lic ity  o f  te x t-b o o k  a n d  seek  o n  his. kores to  h e a r  the V o ice  o f  th e  

I t  is th is  a b o v e  a ll  th a t  th e  S c h o o l o f ;  U n iv e rsa l Philosophy a r d  Hi 
h a s  t a u g h t ; D ra w  d o w n  th e  Spirit a n d  s? ek fo r  th e ir  g u id a n c e  roc u recs 
THE G O LD EN  RAIN OF TH E CHRISTOS. ITS SECOND A D V E N T.
1 These words were Qlven in February during the usual Sunday i.e '•?
which days The Mythological Series ire hsi:-.: »aught. Each one is steiwMio and a-, 
are available by post prico 2/-.
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ed ito ria l ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦ Urulh or "Drugs 
Uht "Rays of Solar Cighl

LII v w  f it  follow*BE tutoMM M R  drug tests (Ms made by
Professer A. G. MacGregor, the Regius Professors of Materia Medico 

it Thcrapfutin at Aberdeen University :
'Vfrc ffrfrf 10  coUed tests m rodents end other species anything other than 
a deception B B  I  fraud I Surety the time has come to tell the public, . 11 
thee mety bmtsmt ■ n  this field can be defintmte, • « ■

n o n  B  Cni I(k  itttu—!  brave tao((k  5  tbe professional r u b  of orthodox 
I* end W plk4 mcdktne «ras tn ia« to face tbe Truth. But there S  a far more 
è a « m a i Drag ou the uorM uaikri tontaj thaa the pharmaceutical chemical : 
a HHE that h  paralysing tbe minds of millions aad millious causing a slowly 
taneash« slate of disease. It causes coacrete barriers of mind that are only 
piailialabli by tbe higbrst C a a ic  energy. It takes away tbe gift of original 
cagafcy which b  that D truit) entrusted to the Cause of Spirit in its unbiased 

|  af Natare. Mother Earth. EVE. It causes Maa to act against the 
spirit of Truth which is within his being, his Mood of consciousness.

THIS DRUG IS ORTHODOX RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE. IS IT NOT 
TIME TO TELL THE PUBLIC IT IS A DECEPTION AND A FRAUD? 
NO DRUG COULD PRODUCE SUCH WAVES OF UNREASONABLE 
HATE AND INTOLERANCE. SUCH DIATRIBES OF DESTRUCTION, OR 
SUCH SOLID BLOCKS OF INERT MINDS THAN THE PERSUASIVE AND 
SMOOTH TONGUE OF RELIGION.

In their name most of tbe real evils and destructive acts have been 
perpetuated. They rule by fear, threats of hell-fire, bans of excommunication, 
superstition, all of which make man’s minds fearful of free thought.

What man will not accept is that his thoughts and his mind are weapons 
more powerful and more lasting than any other form of energy as it is this 
way that all energy power whether of Spirit, the Cosmos, or Nature are directed 
and woven. When Descartes made utterance of his aphorism, Cogito Ergo Sum—I 
hhfc hence I >■, he uttered a truth more profound than books of philosophy. It 
is the very thoughts of «n»n that form such a barrier, as physical a reality as the 
substance of concrete that Truth of Spirit cannot penetrate, save that of the 
Christos Ray. It is such that so solidify the air that is it slowly suffocating Nature 
itself from receiving the Spirit Sustenance it needs in the descent of Cosmic Rays 
and Energies unfouled by the effluvia of man.
A Truth as powerful as Descartes is :

- i s  -THE THOUGHTS OF MAN TODAY BECOME THE PHYSICAL 
GARMENT OF EARTH, NATURE AND MAN TOMORROW."

If «nan thinks food all day he will slowly grow into the vegetable or animal 
kingdom the which has become his god of worship. If be thinks in false terms 
o f troth he «rifl create an atmosphere of false and twisted physical shapes com
pletely disharmonious to receiving Truth and incapable of attuning into Spirit. 
To create 1 Wireless you must prepare the necessary equipment. Why does not 
man start to free his mind of all those thoughts and tomes of knowledge that are 
untested and untried. Why does he not let himself become free in mind enquiry 
anH nnbiased in thought ? Because a million speak a statement mere weight of 
numbers does not give falsehood the sanctity of truth.

Now is the Age which all past prophets have declared will be the anti-ebrist 
age. the age when knowledge will be the black star of guidance d TrU'h ¡he 
mocked Christos Light. Where ever each one of us travel we meet in every country 
the nm e cry from the people in the street 'What is Truth, which fact can 1 i*t> 

UmvusaUy all nations are in the same difficulty. Each have volumes
sued relipoug, scientific and political leaders full of text-l>ooèc

theory and taaK-tned ideas, but all have the lack of Truth to tell them which
....g  the way. i ___ i - n larroff ~r 11 . j____

realty and truly believe m the powers of the spirit, and that there
aspSuSsorht

from matter, and free to see dearly, thus could help and guide those heavily 
weighted in matter."I

r |  b  the erect: of the Work of UNIVERSAL PHILOSOPHY, to torn oor 
bw tfcn  each boor to those Planes of Spirit where Troth can be contacted 

aad direction gives. This is tbe cause of man’s chaos, he is rudderless and without 
•an . Gladys Spearman-Cook the founder of this Work has believed above all 
other troths, that TRUTH alone ran be received from the PLANES OF 
SPIRIT, aad these planes are of those who have mastered matter and the puli 
af Earth, THE VOICE OF THE MASTERS.

Hence her dynamic Task.
Unless mankind turn to seek into which knowledge can be relied upon, and 

be tests each step as though he were cm thin ice, he will learn too late that 
las thoughts have bred a thalidomide type of world, a world full of twisted, 
inhuman, incomplete forms of life. To say this is impossible is no doabt what 
tbe laboratory chemists said about Thalidomide. Any thinker worthy of the name 
accepts reincarnation as a fact. But of tbe millions who daily accept such how 
many know what kind of form he or she is boQding for themselves in their next 
life. Even more importantly how many know or have even asked the question 
•hat did I do in my last lives to have created the "ME" 1 am ?

So the Call goes forth from this Paper that the minds of man must be 
set free from the pall and fog of dogma and creed, of intellect and his text-book ; 
and fats gifts of mind enquiry should be set free so that he can think unfettered 
by the years of yesterday and tbe hours of today. As he thinks then he should 
seek in humble thought to receive guidance and good report from those planes 
of Spirit which vibrate Truth. The Rays of Solar Light.

Then the drily drug of knowledge will no longer have to be taken, and tbe 
Apes of Time «rill roll back until those very planes of Light whence all have 
come wiB be seen and beard once more.

Why should this he believed more than tbe rest ?
Because it has been tested every step of the way, and the Royal Scapegoat 

who tried tbe ice was Gladys Spearman-Cook.
Now for the next month mankind w ill be able to refresh his being with 

the descending Solar Fire, the Golden R ain, .the coming of which prophets of 
many past ages have forewarned. If the scientist only stopped to think for one 
brief moment of the factual reality of the precession of the Equinoxes and of 
tiie Law of every action has an equal and opposite reaction, he will be forced to 
say to himself that man and earth must now meet that sown in the Age of 
Leo, the polarity to Aquarius. Then if he has humility he will drop his mind 
multiplicity of text-book and seek on his knees to hear the Voice of the Spirit.

It is tins above all that the Schorl of Universal Philosophy af;d Healing 
has taught; Draw down the Spirit and seek for their guidance and direction, 
THE GOLDEN RAIN OF THE CHRISTOS. ITS SECOND ADVENT.
t These weets were given in February t i t  during the usual Sunday Lecture, on 
Which days The Mythelegical Series are beir taught. Each one is stencidcd and at! 
are available by pest price 2/-.
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The W e a lth  of Man*s Task
C e w tiw w W  f r i* «  I V m I

J o b  S m i t t e n  w i t h  B o i l s

O '
I

f i a  w* « ü  oMkivMr I» k h g  t» Ar «*•***
pehrtr « f  wi?Aam tfcat » t t  gwmke« «itW «  

B  M U m M M  tk a t H  a s k f  £ £ §  R H  
H  fmrfv m  t f n »  m  A r  beuch B  A r  

I  « M m . U m »  R  A m  t m  «  k j A f  Mb W  
« t M i  > « m r V , A m  B m H  A r v  c m  he t r e t e «  e f« «  and 
t r u t N ,  ! m  v m  A r  d a r  B  « e w  h r w r i .  TWs 
A m  R  tun* ¡5  Job. a B eek  8  A r  ScrifOares «k ick  « m > 
s lu ltv  «pboM bu« « A e  tnaty kno« w r y  Hnle e f  « t a t  t t is  
leaae e f  b e w k ^ r  realh CMtahw . It 1  e « e  e f  A r  freetest 
B e e l s  i«  A e  « t e l e  ce te r t iae . fer 8  t s  M H  |  te M s  
a  w ie lft  e f  «krAeaa « t k t .  « t e «  pr e t e i  täte, ceaaes A e« «  
le  t t e  v e n  t e e r  and te e r t  e f  t t e  am « tiaarelf.

Te t A f  tte  peaat ef p« |  me tta t k  « ittia  him at tte  
preseet aaeaaeaM » r  « in  nana te Ckapter 9. l  p te ttis  
rare ef ereats Je t tas teea streck hy I  raats (ctapter 1 
H  13 te 221 tta t te  c m  m «  tr ie f  fe rtt tte  «isAoaa te  
tas tee« aAvecarittf ««te ettecs. A  aaaa apripkteees aael 
piees te  escte e eA evS. tta t w tic t las rate, as tte  arahaaas. 
bad frre« taaa as heritapc. aaA as alse. a AesceeAaat ef 
N eet freaa Ins s m  Steaa. t r  ta ra ri tis  aaäaA towarAs tte  
teaeees aaA faüeecA tis  — cirat ferefattee aeA seaptt 
te raise tte  Ave. After tte  strikiep ef l'raaas Je t tad  
teea t veept t te “kofls." er better stiH a state ef “to iliep ."  
aaA feeaA tte  tree state ef Je t risaftg epperaaost.

/.V ATTU SEM EKT  cm*

j o t  k  struggling « b  a *  
ptoW te o f  *ffwr AmM  man 
bo jest e M  G r t P* Job had 
not yet reached the uwderitand- 
tng when he tally comprehend
ed that God is only expressed 
according to man himself» 
thus when man expresses him 
in greater justification he 
brings God forth into greater 
manifestation. God did not 
become until man expressed 
him. hut ever remained as the 
Great Blackness, the Great 
Unknown.

Yet we find in verses S-l© 
that Job declares that God rs 
a Power who moves all die 
wonders o f the heavens, hut he 
has not been able to conceive 
that it is only done through

c m * PfSNegM m man 
Abe ""kraut*/* mhMm  Abe K r p  
*aAb Abet kotoooos M *  t i n  froin 
Abe ilu m M M M  and m m  
n A i ja Abe k m c  Meat of  re- 
Mr«*.

This is the multitude of seed 
promised unto Abraham that 
would come forth from his 
Kwnv He was told to look up to 
the sky and beheld die source 
of his heritage. Yet science, 
unless it can sec in black and 
white form, would not accept 
this.

Even Job in verses 11 and 12 
declares, after he pleads of His 
wonders, that

*Wr |M *  hy me and E sot
kirn  m i,*

Job means adhered, but 
while he was well supported by 
his royal ego as die greatest 
man of the East, the affliction 
had never arisen. But now the 
Heavens had not treated him 
kindly, and Job cannot under' 
stand why. Thus as the Law 
had stated unto Saturn, you 
may initiate him. but w hatever 
you do. do not touch the sou l: 
that belongs to ME. (Ckuprer 1
rorscj b -U ).

Yet I wonder, declares Sat
urn. if you do strike him. 
whether he will turn against 

«nay 1 trv |  And 
‘tar

or WRESTLING AGAINST. 
And mm emueur de either e A w
kt a,\'tpts A»smself as k t  m dy is
and pats all to rights (¡tot plait
on page A); for since man and
tkt Cosmos are cfosfy inter ‘
«wwtvrri emr links arò* tkt
other, and mlemtmir from tack
that rb ek  is necessary to ftdfiff
tk t seasons.

Hence tkt mason srky tkt
mNast?  had struck Jofi. He soos

to hr tested, 
risen up to the 

status k e  m d  acquired by 
n u n  o f mind comprehension, 
or stripped and left naked to 
weave and crow the garment 
he found he had not gained by 
right of just conquest.

It is aB very weB to take the 
knauhdpt, hut that is not 
enough. You must grow the 
gonoenl that you have a right 
•a. and the an a tm that 
makes vee superior to that 
previously known.

In this story of psychological 
truths Job has three friends, 
and they open up conversation 
with him after his thrust from 
the almighty elements. They 
are ARIES, TAURUS and 
GEMINI while Elihu is his 
higher consciousness who is 
seeking to aid him to rise up 
from his Virgonian fixity.

As Saturn had believed. Job 
nid turned on the Almighty 
and was bitterly declaring of 
ins uprightness, when these 
three came to reason with him. 
In Chapter 9 Job starts off by 
seeking of BiUad, Taunts of

"Hut cm mm M 
Gad""?

¡apt for m  mstgkr m u  «  grtmer 
- t fn k ,  .-Is m  *s h a k e r  k  m t  
rrwtv or mot is marker matter, 

hr m  i t  o  w i n n e r  M  m  
■ pim iiiii t t  m r

‘ m  in m sd f
t o  J b t  M s  rip*

S T R I K I X G  O F  T H E  F I R E S
« S  s u e  as. b> thè raisìng ef thè Selar LìghL thè LAW demandati 
™ thè 'rendering unte Caesar thè things that are Caesar's. and 
unte Ged thè things that are GedY Jet, thè seni cemglenirnt. 
ceuld net sunender thè Lìght ef Amareness as Mìnd Censcieusness 
as he had net built it. Se ìt was that there cenimene ed a nature 
reectien et ìn-grewth ter as seme mevement «ras demanded and as 
he was net duecting erte ug te thè Heights, The Stars ef Lìght. 
thert had te he cemmenced an «agamìe« In thè degths. |See page

W IL L IA M  B L .4 K E
This Master craftsman in every 

particle ef such meaning, through 
Ms eem struggles erilh intehect- 
wel deadnen and erthedex 
bigetry, built up the Light ef 
Awareness which gave Mm et 
understanding ef teme et the 
secret wtsdem et the great 
Hebrew Legends et the Bible. 
Hence with his great pewets ef 
a seer and spirit-directed artist 
he was able threugb such strugg
les te capture the Spirit Truth 
ef Jeb's struggles m is seen in the 
three plates published with this 
article ah pages S and A

A  stating Abut ket et m vn c  
effect a p e  tkt Loots of .V enn, 
Abus tkt Lorn aotoomaticaify sups 
in to orrtst trkot conti brine 
aknnt disaster to tk t trkolt Rätst. 
Tktrtfort since C oi is tkt 
L I T ,  orni man is firing created 
in tk t image of God, k t  must 
cwfk in e n t r i  auf* tk t Lok, 
tkms in ummrmmr net* Gad.

But even new, apart ft 
Job bis ancient forefather, 
has to find out what is the Law, 
and Kke Moses must go up 
onto mount Sanai fife own 
heights) and seek of the Law 
through wisdom. For every 
age needs a readjustment of the 
Law as aeaa moves forward 
«an  another plane o f under j

man as the labouring channel; 
the human weaver of the law.

and he evven declares dial
S B

M a n

IOB w as the forerunner o f 
w hat n u n  wow k now s.

therefore k  realty a great 
pioneer and scapegoat. But he 
k  the pattern and the proto
type for maa today to judge 
aad build anew. So when we 
see him in thk tight it lays a 
more generous criticism around 
oar who had struggled to leave 
with posterity wealth that 
{could help them to make com
parison. .Aad of course we 
must uot under estimate the 
Cycles and boulders that wiH 
have to be met aad dealt with 
by aB.

r ; * f  f t "
blending and the interw eaving  
that uU.es g lnce in the k w n n
soul w bo ts ordained to be the 
weaver who wit Ids the loom 
that build' the tapestry (hat 
manifests God.

Yet the w hole of the 
Chapter declares these wonders 
from beginning to end. From 
the wonders manifested in 
Nature, in man himself are 
the manifestation of God the 
Unknown, that descended as 
the Ruach (Air, Breath) and 
became the spirit element in 
soul and Nature life.

Jn mum »*»«■ n  orirrottd a» tk t 
atoms or sharks ci G d-fife  tku

■ n g M  ü ü B M n l  s w  w  
this m eant those who refuse to 
ex p res s , a n j  i b * l  th a t  w as  th e

greater vision, that he could
really and truly express God.
God. as the La « ’. m s not
being wrathful. but the Law
followring out its nonnai course
Of 9tCtriAn lit {K»: sanne w:ay as
Nature is brought dowit to
earth and repk nnshed. so is
man but in the way that man
can ftnd rebirth. For he iis the
bird liike the Phoenix that must
ever rise ant* firom ashes
of the past.

a u t >q u «(V

Then again as usual he 
begins to answer through his 
own ruminations, which of 
course k  brought about by the 
powers of hk generative prin
ciple. the God-state within 
unfolding.

This it sometkmg tkot 
km not omokenod unto, for 
f u n  clearly soon m tkt did 
tkot kt kas not lost his fonts 
outlook, tkot of FINDING HIS 
ONE GOD, as ku detomtneu 
grodanotd onto. Ho stiff finds it 
wry digit aft to tot kit God as 
tkt Loot tkot is o pert of him, 
ossd tkot msm is other WALK-

Job
I fg

Es©t©rie A s tro lo g y
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•  All readers wilt find new undti standing of Astrology each time this scries k  read.
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fnnVutts, but stiff on the same 
lew J as his tVwrathers. the 

anim al-hum an, iwri) he reaJfy 
begins to sacrifice. Job accord
ing to the Scriptures was a 
man with a mind that had 
seen much, and we find in 
verse 8 he speaks o f that

srkick sprojsitik os* of tkt 
kesoens and modetk upon tkt 
M K t  Of t k t  S M .

In the ancient translation as 
the Massorah this is referred 
to as a "thick cloud" w Inch 
maketh \  returns. Orion, the 
Pleiades, and the chambers of 
the south. This would be the 
heavenly Bounty that descends 
upon the earth, and through 
man and his faculties of water, 
fire and Air and his generative
turbine of the south (the
kidneys and adrenakk the
constella tkms are replenrshed.
resulting in man being re-

Abbly- T-
9

ret.

nourished.
H t takes kold of tk t Boomty, 

'h'totkts' u, sends it n f as kts 
mind, ikon in rtakty and osftr- 
aoon sends it tip to tkt Heights, 
and tkt Htsgkts m nmi n f in o k

S i  l iftftf HMM l l
mf> m tkrrt is

Job indicates that this thick 
cloud that has been descending 
and has never been expressed, 
which is in the very heights of 
the elements, when linked with 
the depths of that in the 
Cancer waters.— that which has 
never yet been probed, well, 
through the sensitivity, land the 
relativity V. open the Book of 
W tsdom. »1 he uniting of the

C ontinued on Page 4
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The Wealth of Man’s Task
C ontinued from  Page 3

heights with the depths, and 
the depths are in your waters).

As one of the Nomad race, 
Job has full command of the 
heavenly wisdom, but what he 
has not acquired is the means 
of blending together that- 
which-is with that which-has- 
been.

Hut then A L L  has not yet 
been : this is the privilege of
the Aquarian Age, complete 
polarity.

Now we can follow Job's 
theorising and piece up to
gether. Job by his rebelling was 
strongly under the influence of 
Saturn, being of the Capricorn- 
ian rock but on the Virgo 
plane that cannot see past that 
left unto him by his forefathers.

So man is born of Time, and 
he is the whole fulness of 
Time ; he knows a l l : what he 
has to do now is to make it 
liv e ; he has to make it now 
a workable com m odity; not 
talk about it any longer. No 
longer a lot of occult know
ledge, but now a fact. And 
there are plenty who have laid 
down the law and the w isdom ; 
they cannot lose i t ; and those 
are the polished stones within 
that must be broken up and 
brought fo r th ; if not, they 
ever remain in a state of 
blankness.

Now if you have Taurus, 
Virgo, Capricorn, this would 
represent the earth that has to 
be polished and made into a 
sensitive plate ; but man gets 
to Virgo and he never moves ; 
so he tries to bring everything 
forward from the Virgo stand
point and is never able to wing 
up to the heights. Man must 
now see further ahead than his 
forefathers. So can you see 
what is holding the majority at 
b a y  ? Vs i t  n o t  r e lig io n  ?

\ s  v b a l n o t  w b a t is  h o ld in g  
m a n  a t  h a y  7 T h e  old! reU giou a
concepts that have been so 
deeply ground into man. Until 
man is able to shed that, what 
is he going to do ? For he has 
erroneous knowledge: that is 
Saturn. They created Satan, 
which is Saturn: the Hunch
back of Notre Dame.

Saturn is both the luna depths 
and heights rolled into one : for 
he not only is the heights as 
wisdom when unfolded, but he 
is also the depths where man has 
dragged himself down to, and 
brought himself down to the 
slate of a stone.

Therefore in man moving 
the waters the planets can be 
further expressed in the depths 
by the unity of man’s mind. 
For Arcturus, Orion and the 
Pleiades are as Cancer, Taurus 
and Capricorn being the means 
of bringing the nexus, the God- 
seed from the chambers of the 
south to active mind creation. 
The way for life to be given 
where before it was animal 
creation; now it is being 
infused with divine life from the 
heights by the Solar rays.

But this is what Job had not 
learnt, and in his rebelling and 
quibbling was seeking to com
prehend, (typical of a Virgo- 
state : he was being forced into 
reality ; forced to change from 
one state to another). Job could 
not realise that it was no god 
beating him, but by seeking of 
wisdom he would now be 
brought to mind awareness, 
when he could make it a 
practical application.

When man can express the 
heights and the depths, and 
blend them together and give 
forth what they mean in practi
cal application, he then is

C ro s s

going to find the answer. So 
when you have brought to you 
what the crucifixion really Is, 
it takes away the old religious 
concept: you are putting it
into practical application).

This is the working capacity 
of man that reveals God ; 
thus Peter’s cross, that the 
Church on the rock could be 
produced, with Scorpio being 
the moving nexus in the red 
waters. (See diagram above). 
There is your working 
faculty,—Taurus to Scorpio : 
the ploughing of the ground 
with the waters bringing down 
the seed, and then the heights 
and the depths unify. So you 
bring forth of course your 
mind capacity.

Paying of the  
Tithes & Taxes

B UT although Job ruminates 
upon this wisdom he still 

states, “Yet he goes by me and 
l  never see him.” N O ! be
cause “he” becomes his express
ed mind, through which he 
unfolds, and when the mind is 
ready and united through the 
soul’s present day experiences, 
becomes the wisdom of the 
heights. But with all this. Job 
still declares to his three 
friends;

“I  know all this, yet I  go no 
further because God is in wrath 
and is running wild around me.” 

What Job did not understand 
was the fact that he had to 
activate the fire now expanded 
by investigation to bring it to 
mind capacity: that of mind 
action that would express the 
wonders of life, which is the 
God unity in the form, that 
the kingdom of heaven could 
manifest in matter. In other 
words, to raise the three lower 
Chakras and get the fires raised 
u p ; get the Chakra wheels re
volving. The heights reflected 
into the depths. The higher 
Law brought down unto the 
lower law.

Thus Job, not comprehending 
this and being able to fulfill, 
void of understanding, is filled 
with bitterness as seen in verse

18. But here he is only express
ing of the Saturn retention and 
not the solar fulness, or state 
of awareness. (Because did not 
Saturn say to God, “A r t  you not 
putting hedges around h im ”).

For he says :
A s  I  take the breath, the 

m uch , instead of getting the 
wisdom I  am seeking, I  only get 
pain and anguish.”

But Job had entered onto the 
path of initiation and had not 
yet reached the stage of under
standing where he knew that 
what he was meeting was inev
itable. Here was relativity of a 
cycle where that of the past 
was exposed, and he had now 
to combat it by the wisdom 
gained that would produce the 
answer he was seeking. So he 
had become warped into a man 
who eschewed evil, but did not 
like evil—and what was more, 
he never sinned—very pious 
and righteous,—but he still had 
his ancient heritage of the 
arabian horses because he was 
of the arabian race, and they 
had been the originators of 
the ‘traffic of men.’ So naturally 
he had been watered by his 
heritage, which he could not 
possibly lose.

Job had to stop moaning as 
was applicable to Cancer 
waters and find the stability 
and durability of Taurus that 
could express the seed that 
came down in the red waters 
from whence he drew susten
ance.

This is what appears as 
God’s anger, when in reality 
it is Job’s lack of purpose to 
fight and win through. He 
merely was accepting in a 
righteous way on the old Virgo 
belief, and bending down under 
the fear that it was the Divine 
rebuking and plaguing him. 
When in reality it was the 
divine wisdom relating to the 
soul the very thing it was 
seeking, and the many wonders 
yet to come forth.

What Job had to do was 
spark off the flame by menial 
activation instead of grumbling 
around what appeared disaster; 
and here we come to the mystery 
of the soldier and the tinder box. 
Job was like many who enter 
onto this path, yet have made 
enquiry out of curiosity, thus 
take on a state of fear as they 
are forced down into Egypt, 
forced down to pay the tithes or 
taxes after they had taken the 
wisdom : forced down into the 
depths : the night of themselves.

Hence we come to the legend 
of the wolf that bit off its own 
tail when the little rabbit, the

THOU A R T  THE M AN
IT  was no good Job blaming others for the state he had brought 
■ himself to ! nen ad su ff ic ien t  knowledge to know that he, as 
Man, was a Creator with Powers as great as the Starry Heights, 
and that he had to be the labourer on Earth and no one else. 
So his main three energy powers which are the basic of everyman’s 
wealth, the first three senses, turn and accuse him of not driving 
their powers. (See page 3 col. 4).

symbol o( fear or sensitivity, 
refused to give in, (So what was 
the ugly (tale about to devour 
him he bit off hi* own tail). 

From verses 19-23 Job con
tinues in utter hopelessness, for 
he even states

“W hatever 1 do H e matches 
it up  w ith  something greater.” 

Again Job has not reckoned 
with the Law and that of the 
axe that swings back. He has 
not yet accepted personal res
ponsibility,—that whatever you 
make claim to, you must 
honour and tread out to the 
last step, whether it be at the 
time of Job, the Arian Equinox, 
or that of the Aquarian. For 
this is how the higher Powers 
and constellations receive their 
quota of return, or not at all, 
and sometime or another Uran
us gets busy: hence could
leave a soul blank and bare as 
they rise up onto the next 
plane of revolution ; not hav
ing fulfilled fully the last.

This refers to a soul passing 
through the period of cruci
fixion where the stripping takes 
place. There he meets up with 
each cycle of descent, therefore 
must master, with the last 
decanate of the Scorpionic 
wilderness as the feats of Her
cules. This is where he learns 
to shed the hind legs of the 
horse, the animal passions, that 
as the man he can dance forth 
as the winging archer, the 
winging mind.

Unless man as the Job makes 
every effort he will never shed 
the evils of m atter and enter 
into the fourth dimensional 
body that all are unconsciously 
clamouring for, and that which 
as the initiate he is seeking to 
prepare. This is seen only too 
well in verses 28-31.

“I f  I  leave off my heaviness I  
am  afraid o f m y  sorrows. I f  I  
wash m vself i  only f in d  m y  self 
plunfCed in to  a d itch .”

Thus he is being stripped and  
^yealed . This is the crucifixion 
(the 8th House) and that of the 
crown of thorns that causes 
the mind to bleed and shed its 
old id eas : thus chained to the 
puiSt that the s&fff has created 
over the ages, yet hjs support 
through a moment like this.

Now his task is to find the 
solution, therefore grovel 
amongst the dirt to find the 
wealth buried in the depths. 
It is from this that intuition can 
be born, because now the soul 
is truly seeking desperately; 
and is like the disciple that was 
taken to the water by the

Master, who, when 
fact uader the water, ad. 
him that w hen you seek wisdom 
as earnestly as you ate now 
seeking the air to breathe, you 
wilt indeed my ton be ready to 
learn, and not before.

Verse 33 reveals multitudes 
in the tact that Job was now 
turning to hi* mediator Elihu, 
his higher state of conscious
ness now with him as his divine 
awareness born from all his 
struggles. But then Job was not 
so fortified as man today, for 
then it was prophet, priest or 
king manifesting within the 
soul. Now man has the Christ 
entrant that came as the Pisccan 
Embodiment, the Christo* 
light, that in the Aquarian Age 
was to be that of personal 
acceptance and endeavour 
through man drinking his own 
Cup.

So what came in Pisces was 
the Embodiment only, and 
nothing more. Man was told 
that, with the Second Advent, 
he must make this manifest, for 
by the end of the Piscean 
Equinox he would have receiv
ed sufficient of the Embodiment 
as Christos Waters or Christos 
Fire for him to realise what it 
meant, and manifest the Truth. 
But man has not done s o ; he 
is still under the cloak of 
orthodoxy; so he has become 
blind. What is going to happen? 
Uranus is going to strike : it 
must do, otherwise man will go 
blank.

So here we can see the point 
of relativity: what man suffered 
then was but the beginning, 
that in the Christos descent was 
the workings of the Law to aid 
the solar inflow, that then be
came the mediator in the form 
of the alchemicaliser to bum 
its way through into Solar 
activity. Both were the means 
of the soul acquiring sensitivity 

"flT'THfflh"ftpTfPtTirWie SoiaV 
Plane.

There has been a descent of 
the Solar Fire that u  now 
to “burn" its way through. The 
only one who will be fortified 
will be the man who has a cer
tain amount of wisdom and, 
when the Fire enters, use the 
Fire to spin up the Word. But 
if you have no Word and no 
understanding, you cannot utilise 
the Fire. That is logical isn’t it ?

What Job was crying out 
against and his anguish of 
struggle, has now been elimin
ated by the Christos descent 
into matter ; thus by combining 
the two together one would find

wun me
- T  ............  B 'tr noto my E ve sceth thee.
A as l,e ManSth9.B r i ln° *.° !'oca° nlsa 1*  •*" wealth of Powers 
Enemies So he r„!„ Carpe?,9.r * Son- th« wekvor of the Cosmic 
a  ,0 caM down this Divine Essence of
same but through h h '  d^aV^teUeTt 7 n d B1«!? "  ,nstlnct ,th®
it Is his ego and not hi, 8p " Ì  Ewence t h a t d m J , L’S Hence the utter devnstatinn Ji ' '\ca l ,at the creating
that I, now arising *11 over the World < * .?  5 * ^ 3 ) ! * 'Sm#
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tlM to the problems of
hie end ib  mtrtcscKi. Hui all 
mini has done in the Aquarian 
At» is send up mechanical 
nussiles instead of making 
spiritual enquiry, and sending 
tonh tor help and guidance 
from the heights whence the 
Solar rays descend. So instead 
o( sending up wisdom he is 
sending up illusion, the material 
side ot Aquarius.

So now, by looking back on 
Job being able to break it 
open, by what you have gained 
you arc able to see what you 
should be doing in the next 
two or three years.

Job then was man still in his 
new-born state, while man now 
has coats of elephant h id e; 
and whereas the Christos inflow 
was intended to act as the 
alchemicaliser for spiritual 
blending, it now is finding 
Itself as an armed warrior 
fighting unlimited evil and dis
ease in matter. It is only when 
there is one who discards of 
these states, and can link with 
the past and reveal the answer, 
that the way is shown unto 
mankind. Then again, who 
listens ? But do not under
estimate the LAW.

Can any of you tell me what 
good was the pilgrimage where
by the supposed Vicar of Christ 
bent down and kissed a stone 
that gave forth of a hidden lie ? 
None whatever. Merely holding 
man with lies, because they 
could not hold him with Truth. 
So it utterly failed.

The Struggle against 
Egotism

JOB in his struggles to bring 
his faculties unto super

sensitivity', cries out in Verse 34.
“Let H im  take H is rod away 

from  m e.’*^WBBSfsaM ..
This referred to  th a t  which 

w a s  bow b e in g  coupled w ith  
hli. own physical and e th e r ic  
weeoutrement For this is what 
le had brought about by his 
enquiry; initiation and conse
quent stripping.

But what Job had not learnt 
was the fact that his sense of 
fear was not fear, but the won
ders only a bow-shot away 
seeking to break through. 
Trying to break through and 
was causing untold fear.

But this also belongs to the 
present-day man, and is a part 
of man’s acquirement over the 
ages. So it means that what is 
going wrong with health and 
mind is due to man’s physical 
body now receiving that of the 
distorted states gathered in the 
etheric body over the Ages: 
those states that have never 
been expressed, but gathered 
and turned into evil through 
man’s lacking of comprehen
sion.

As man gains and sends back 
to the heights, so it becomes 
the golden rain at the Vernal 
Equinox to water the soul into 
growth. Thus man is born of 
all that has been, and is now 
to become inborn of the Solar 
light, although the Spirit has 
been infusing the soul all 
through the Solar Year. But 
what man does not understand 
is the fact that the Solar Rays 
can only contain what man 
sends up to the heights. This is 
what the Scriptures have ever 
been advocating in the advice 
of sending smoke up to the 
heights from the burning sacri-

" 7 hey art turning from This 
and seeking for their own king.

Therefore what could be 
more potent, and an antidote 
to this statement, than that 
contained in verses 19 and 20.

“I f  I  speak of strength, lo He 
is strong.“

He comes back us my axe [ 
that set into operation by me 
expressing my God. But here 
again. Job could not see that 
his God was the God-fire as 
the Principle of life | that of 
the moving Nexus within, of 
which he was, and what he 
could become.

Why ? Because his ego stood 
between him and direct aware
ness, whereby he and the 
heights, the great Powers of the 
elements, were really united. 
When Job could stop arguing 
in opposition with his three 
friends, then the awareness 
would be born, and the egoism 
in thinking he knew would be 
turned into Spirit consciousness 
forming the royal Ego of divine 
awareness. (See plate on page 4).

Job had gathered his wealth 
and had handed it to the 
heights, the 10th house, and in 
return was given the skin of the

Thus the sins of the fathers 
of which Lamech endowed the 
whole of the Race had now 
come forth, and the soul now 
had to wrestle with debts taken 
but never cleared. But Job in 
the partaking of the ‘skin* and 
meditating thereon, had par
tially perceived.

Then in taking a potsherd,— 
a part of his ego that had been 
broken,—he sat down with the 
realisation that It was not 
egoism with no true conception 
that he required, but that of the 
divine EGO in reality which 
builds up the immortality of 
the soul, that of the God life.

But the point with Job now 
was how to get that which he 
had never really owned, and 
accounts for his continual state 
of argument as a virgonian.

W hat he had to realise was, 
that one was of the lunar,—  
mere egoism o f words, that of 
fruitless argument and intellect
uality,— and the other o f divine 
radiance, divine awareness.

So it could only be by him 
seeking deeply within, that he 
could draw down through his 
own inner consciousness and 
eager mind searching, the 
Divine Essence of the soul life. 
Thus he was unconsciously 
seeking of the NEPHESH, the 
Spirit, that would give him the 
many answers that would be 
the means of the entrant onto 
the next plane of seeking. Thus 
he was continually seeking for 
the “IT,” the Principle that 
held the Wine of Life that ever 
rejuvenated him and raised him 
up.

H e was looking for the points 
of awareness that could, out of 
the present conception— and 
found  through the completeness 
of relativity of past, present and 
that to be— raise him up out of 
the captivity of avidja, that of 
darkness, ignorqnce, intoj light; 
a siafe o] 'knowing. F or\ that is 
what the soul has sunk down 
into, that of hut

the heart-purpose of the 
Essence of the solar radiance 
of ever giving. The power to 
be a vicar or priest of Christ. 
The other is ot Saturn, the luna 
that is ever in a state of I 
WANT. Hence the cross of 
Peter and John which at the 
Porch many entered in.

thou couldst foster me beyond the brink
O f  R e c o llec tio n  ! ............W h e n  lo ,

F o o t- fe a th e re d  M e r c u r y  app ea red  su b lim e  
b eyond  th e  ta ll tree to p s

J o h n  K e a t’s E n d y m io n .  
T H U S  did Job rail likewise, as does any true seeker who finds it 
1 so hard to get the mind expansion away from the mundane 
mind. But by labouring and refusing to give in he managed to 
survive.

The very moving of the seed 
was the Fire, and the ‘fire’ of 
his own waters—that which 
was causing all the disease— 
was being raised up to his 
heights and bringing Job into 
a state of awareness.

Thus ego, man’s belief in his 
own superiority, is all that he 
produces, and now, what he 
can produce by making unity 
through the God-seed now 
endowed to him in his holy 
waters, he only deems red : 
(the animal-states, the desires).

In verse 20 Job further states:
“I f  I  ju s t i fy  m y s e lf t m y  ow n  

m o u th  co ndem ns m e,”

For I only state of what 1 
am, an egoist. Then if I say I 
am perfect, well ! it finds me 
utterly perverse ; for I am ever 
in a state of opposition through 
being pious. Therefore was not 
Job slowly stripping himself in 
looking into the pool of know
ledge and catching the fish of 
wisdom.

goat as his strength and trophy 
of that gained. The lord in 
the heights received of his 
wealth and left with Job that 
of the residue; the chaif 
hidden in that which still 
required rebirth.

Then said Saturn as the lord 
questioned him ;

“ Y o u  to u ch  his bone a n d  his 
fle sh  a n d  he w ill curse  th y  F ace.“ 

Job did not mind giving up 
what he had gathered, because 
it left him in peace as his mind 
really unfolded ; but when you 
come down to touching his very 
depths, then you will see what 
he does.

So the lord gave Saturn the 
task of Job’s stripping, but said; 
“ W h a te v e r  y o u  do , save his life , 
his n ep h esh , his sou l.“

This would be the man as’ 
the inborn spirit or solar 1at, 
that has been gathered and, 
broiled, and now become the; 
living organism. Hence Saturn 
went forth and smote Job that:

d iv in e  e x h ila ra tio n , th a t  o f  m in d  
expansion.

Finding the Sofar Life

WHAT be had to do was to 
slowly discard those states 

that were holding the mind in 
complacency, and when he was 
able to discard and really 
labour hard, he would unite the 
past with the present and find 
those points of awareness which 
are the point of Solar light; 
and so he was going to capture 
the “It,” the principle, and find 
the wine of life.

Now, nobody ever seeks to 
think, but blindly accepts at 
face value the scandal laid out 
by others, the mass political 
direction of the newspapers, and 
the easy-going coercion of the 
television; while the thinking 
now is left to the Scapegoats, 
those silently working in any 
true School of learning. This 
they have to accept by force 
majeure through planes being 
raise^ up, and then finding 
themselves only raised up on 
planes of blankness, and gone

and John
Hence Job was his own 

destroyer through his egoism 
he erected between him and his 
goal. To him as a Virgo his 
opinion was always right, and 
God’s wrong. Thus he still 
retained a state of religious 
mania, that of the priesthood 
of Baal; the state which Bel 
or Kronos had been dragged 
down into. This is very typical 
in the higher state of the Earth 
triune, that of Capricorn.

When a man finds truth he 
draws the vail and “dies” into 
the next plane of becoming; 
or egoism prevails, and he goes 
down “stone dead.” Thus 
those who have a character 
founded on personal identity, 
when the truth is revealed, re
fuse to die, and only survive 
under the animal law of sur
vival.

This is seen very clearly in 
Elijah being forced to clear his 
karmic house of personality 
states by sending out the raven 
in order to find the points of 
awareness as the dove return
ing ; that which would supply 
and build up the individuality 
of Solar Life. (See the plate on 
page 9 of March, 1964).

The dove being the Cygnus, 
that of the third dec&nate of 
A quarius, the k.ic

¿ h e  S p ir it , 1
*w ,seeív‘a*~the royaimrd , ana 

vvntcn^narnF under term of 
punishm ent i f  he ever destroys.

To bring that to something 
greater is to realise that no 
longer is it man’s materialism 
but his winging spirit from that 
which he has brought to a false
ness by struggling to understand 
himself, accept himself, and 
bring himself to spiritual re
birth.

Religion has served its pur
pose to some degree from the 
point of view that it was able 
to raise man up in the darkness 
of ages, but if only they could 
have taught man the real 
answer and not an erroneous 
one, he would not now be 
twisted under the burden of the 
law which has forced man 
into a state of conflict with the 
LAW. So that is what man is 
wrestling with today; the 
LAW that he is in conflict 
with : he was forced into
erroneous beliefs and so 
twisted.

So the answer to Job was— 
go on working. Yes ! until you 
can find the answer; for that

fice. Burn up the animal and Hence in these tW‘ verses brought forth boils fronv 1
•end up the offering to the above all, he was broiling the sole of his tooit unto hi cron
heights, thus releasing the fish and extracting the nouriali His very root was struck,, tl
spiritual. But man has acquired ment that he requ »red to he could then come out cf-tj
an elevated staite of ego, which suddenly find dayliigbt break ihfc which was liocking him li
Samuel fe.arad when they sought through. Yet as m in hi a* he because no rnan can b ^ o
for their own kins« stated he knew these tilings as born until he Is stripped do

HU cry waa a conscious realit y. »t, did n’t. to the very rot

comialetely dead . This is what in its argument is going to
is taíting place at the pr¿sent bring you the result. There is
moonlint, and the. only waty to only one answer to Job.
previ?.nt the whoie of the Race “Go on struggling until the
üirtàag black. PIIt acton fel1 out answer breaks through in the
of ;ü:te sky wfrm OccultismÍ ' ipa’t "* form of awareness.”
in¥ .3  ring. For eventually, as Job went

the ppwer along, he could not but see
wJtB-Sut Mp v.'il¿s that v)diich' ■ points of Truth that would

M marriy build up into a completeness.
Oyw i  betwèei) Ifilk»: Have you been able to gather

ini and ai anything from this ? It needs a
«od woolA m m little understanding ; but thereAsinai if!: that w lies the answer to man finding

'ejftuuJjnnJrRS only c<MIlW H the mystery of the Aquarian
U'.i.i'' ■ ÍO"’ 1,■i'Jimfl act««J,:'-, Off*' cxpt*fl&ion t driving dll to &

Mi /tfttSp tlUmii i
the sou 

entires to > f)no C on o id . on  P age 13, C ol, 3
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answer to the problems of 
its intricacies. But all 
done in the Aquarian 

Age is send up mechanical 
missiles instead of making 
spiritual enquiry, and sending 
forth tor help and guidance 
from the heights whence the 
Solar rays descend. So instead 
ot sending up wisdom he is 
sending up illusion, the material 
side of Aquarius.

So now, by looking back on 
Job being able to break it 
open, by what you have gained 
you are able to see what you 
should be doing in the next 
two or three years.

Job then was man still in his 
new-born state, while man now 
has coats of elephant h ide; 
and whereas the Christos inflow 
was intended to act as the 
alchemicaliser for spiritual 
blending, it now is finding 
Itself as an armed warrior 
fighting unlimited evil and dis
ease in matter. It is only when 
there is one who discards of 
these states, and can link with 
the past and reveal the answer, 
that the way is shown unto 
mankind. Then again, who 
listens ? But do not under
estimate the LAW.

Can any of you tell me what 
good was the pilgrimage where
by the supposed Vicar of Christ 
bent down and kissed a stone 
that gave forth of a hidden lie ? 
None whatever. Merely holding 
man with lies, because they 
could not hold him with Truth. 
So it utterly failed.

The Struggle against 
Egotism

JOB in his struggles to bring 
his faculties unto super

sensitivity, cries out in Verse 34.
“L e t H im  ta ke  H is  rod  aw ay  

from me.’
T f t h  M a f  "iWifcfi

I was now being coupled with 
his own physical and etheric 
accoutrement. For this is what 
he had brought about by his 
enquiry; initiation and conse
quent stripping.

But what lob had not learnt 
was the fact that his sense of 
fear was not fear, but the won
ders only a bow-shot away 
seeking to break through. 
Trying to break through and 
was causing untold fear.

But this also belongs to the 
present-day man, and is a part 
of man’s acquirement over the 
ages. So it means that what is 
going wrong with health and 
mind is due to man’s physical 
body now receiving that of the 
distorted states gathered in the 
etheric body over the A ges: 
those states that have never 
been expressed, but gathered 
and turned into evil through 
man’s lacking of comprehen
sion.

As man gains and sends back 
to the heights, so it becomes 
the golden rain at the Vernal 
Equinox to water the soul into 
growth. Thus man is born of 
all that has been, and is now 
to become inborn of the Solar 
light, although the Spirit has 
been infusing the soul all 
through the Solar Year. But

"T h ey  are turning from Thee 
and seeking for their own king.”

Therefore what could be 
more potent, and an antidote 
to this statement, than that 
contained in verses 19 and 20.

“If I  speak of strength, lo He 
is strong.”

He comes back as my axe ; 
that set into operation by me 
expressing my God. But here 
again, Job could not see that 
his God was the God-fire as 
the Principle of life ; that of 
the moving Nexus within, of 
which he was, and what he 
could become.

Why ? Because his ego stood 
between him and direct aware
ness, whereby he and the 
heights, the great Powers of the 
elements, were really united. 
When Job could stop arguing 
in opposition with his three 
friends, then the awareness 
would be bom, and the egoism 
in thinking he knew would be 
turned into Spirit consciousness 
forming the royal Ego of divine 
awareness. (See plate on page 4).

Job had gathered his wealth 
and had handed it to the 
heights, the 10th house, and in 
return was given the skin of the

thou couldst foster me beyond the brink
Of Recollection ! ...........When lo,

Foot-feathered Mercury appeared sublime 
beyond the tall tree tops

J o h n  K c a t’s E n d y m io n .  
TH U S did Job rail likewise, as does any true seeker who finds it 
1 so hard to get the mind expansion away from the mundane 
mind. But by labouring and refusing to give in he managed to 
survive.

The very moving of the seed 
was the Fire, and the ‘fire’ of 
his own waters—that which 
was causing all the disease— 
was being raised up to his 
heights and bringing Job into 
a state of awareness.

Thus ego, man’s belief in his 
own superiority, is all that he 
produces, and now, what he 
can produce by making unity 
through the God-seed now 
endowed to him in his holy 
waters, he only deems red : 
(the animal-states, the desires).

In verse 20 Job further states:
“I f  I  ju s t i fy  m y s e lf ,  m y  ow n  

m o u th  co ndem ns m e,”

For 1 only state of what 1 
am, an egoist. Then if I say I

goat as his strength and trophy 
of that gained. The lord in 
the heights received of his 
wealth and left with Job that 
of the residue; the chaff 
hidden in that which still 
required rebirth.

Then said Saturn as the lord 
questioned him ;

“Y o u  touch his bone and his 
flesh and he will curse thy Face.”

Job did not mind giving up 
what he had gathered, because 
it left him in peace as his mind 
really unfolded ; but when you 
come down to touching his very 
depths, then you will sec what 
he does.

So the lord gave Saturn the 
task of Job’s stripping, but said;

Thus the sins of the fathers 
of which Lamech endowed the 
whole of the Race had now 
come forth, and the soul now 
had to wrestle with debts taken 
but never cleared. But Job in 
the partaking of the ‘skin’ and 
meditating thereon, had par
tially perceived.

Then in taking a potsherd,— 
a part of his ego that had been 
broken,—he sat down with the 
realisation that it was not 
egoism with no true conception 
that he required, but that of the 
divine EGO in reality which 
builds up the immortality of 
the soul, that of the God life.

But the point with Job now 
was how to get that which he 
had never really owned, and 
accounts for his continual state 
of argument as a virgonian.

W h a t  h e  h a d  to  rea lise  w as, 
th a t  o n e  w a s o f  th e  lu n a r ,—  
m ere  eg o ism  o f  w o rd s , th a t  o f  
fr u it le s s  a r g u m e n t a n d  in te lle c t
u a li ty ,— a n d  th e  o th e r  o f  d iv in e  
ra d ia n ce , d w in e  aw areness.

So it could only be by him 
seeking deeply within, that he 
could draw down through his 
own inner consciousness and 
eager mind searching, the 
Divine Essence of the soul life. 
Thus he was unconsciously 
seeking of the NEPHESH, the 
Spirit, that would give him the 
many answers that would be 
the means of the entrant onto 
the next plane of seeking. Thus 
he was continually seeking for 
the “IT,” the Principle that 
held the Wine of Life that ever 
rejuvenated him and raised him 
up.

H e  w as lo o k in g  fo r  th e  p o in ts  
o f  aw areness  th a t  c o u ld , o u t  o f  
th e  p re se n t c o n c e p tio n — a n d  
fo u n d  th ro u g h  th e  c o m p le te n e ss  
o f  r e la tiv i ty  o f  p a s t, p re se n t a n d  
th a t  to  be— raise h im  u p  o u t o f  
th e  c a p t iv i ty  o f a v id ja , th a t o f  
darkness, jgtiorqncc, mto. light : 
a stateof ̂ k n o w in g . For that is 
what the soul has sunk down 
i n t O j t h a ^ o l

r d iv in e  e x h ila r a tio n , th a t  o f  m iruA  
expansion.

Finding the Solar Life

WHHAT he had to do was to 
I slowly discard those states 

that were holding the mind in 
complacency, and when he was 
able to discard and really 
labour hard, be would unite the 
past with the present and find 
those points of awareness which 
are the point of Solar light; 
and so he was going to capture 
the “It,” the principle, and find 
the wins of life.

Now, nobody ever seeks to 
think, but blindly accepts at 
face value the scandal laid out 
by others, the mass political 
direction of the newspapers, and 
the easy-going coercion of the 
television; while the thinking 
now is left to the Scapegoats, 
those silently working in any 
true School of learning. This 
they have to accept by force 
majeure through planes being 
raised up, and then finding 
themselves only raised up on

hh
iomptr This is what 

t the present
what man does not understand am perfect, well ! it finds me “Whatever you do, save his lifss nd the only way to
is the fact that the Solar Rays utterly perverse ; for 1 am ever his nephesh, his soul.” DPiVvPt fyffii witOie. o f the Race
can only contain what man in a state of opposition through This would be the i ck. PKaeton fell ou t
sends up to the heights. This is being pious. Therefore was not the inborn spirit o r so - o 1 tzitz sky occultism  lost
what the Scriptures have ever Job slowly stripping hi tnself in that has been jgaiheri li-’-j. :|Hb
been advocating in the advice looking into the pool of know- broiled, and now beco ueir-'-^ke the power
of sending smoke up to the ledge and catching the•, fish of living organism . Hence that which
heights from the burning sacri- wisdom. went forth and  smote I jAtfOa- m arriage of
fke. Burn up the animal and Hence in these tw yfi vc r$£S brouaht fortb boitr-HW 5®Sw, between the
tend up the offering to the above all, he was brr sole of hi? icofc un to and Sagitt-
heights, thus releasing the fish and extracting the nourish- H is very ro'pt was V fiP and  w ould be
spiritual. But man has acquired ment that he req :CCi tO he could then com e ou t that which
an elevated state of ego, which suddenly find dayligh' ' > ,-eakitn.i' which was locking - M only comes
Samuel feared when they sought through. Yet as mu< $3 as he because no m an can action of
for their own king. stated he knew these fyjjngs as b o m  until he is dfripjii-,. g m  the soul the

His cry was: a conscious reality, Kt® didn’t. to  the very root. i equires to find

the heart-purpose of the God 
Essence of the solar radiance 
of ever giving. The power to 
be a vicar or priest of Christ. 
The other is of Saturn, the luna 
that is ever in a state of I 
WANT. Hence the cross of 
Peter and John which at the 
Porch many entered in.

and John
Hence Job was his own 

destroyer through his egoism 
he erected between him and his 
goal. To him as a Virgo his 
opinion was always right, and 
God's wrong. Thus he still 
retained a state of religious 
mania, that of the priesthood 
of Baal; the state which Bel 
or Kronos had been dragged 
down into. This is very typical 
in the higher state of the Earth 
triune, that of Capricorn.

When a man finds truth he 
draws the vail and “dies” into 
the next plane of becoming; 
or egoism prevails, and he goes 
down “stone dead.” Thus 
those who have a character 
founded on personal identity, 
when the truth is revealed, re
fuse to die, and only survive 
under the animal law of sur
vival.

This is seen very clearly in 
Elijah being forced to clear his 
karmic house of personality 
states by sending out the raven 
in order to find the points of 
awareness as the dove return
ing ; that which would supply 
and build up the individuality 
of Solar Life. (See the plate on 
page 9 of March, 1964).

The dove being the Cygnus, 
that of the third dec&oaie 
Aquarius, they
w seen 'W***»e roySTovravaTid
w m c n tn a n tr u n a er  term of 
punishment if he ever destroys.

To bring that to something 
greater Is to realise that no 
longer is it man's materialism 
but his winging spirit from that 
which he has brought to a false
ness by struggling to understand 
himself, accept himself, and 
bring himself to spiritual re
birth.

Religion has served its pur
pose to some degree from the 
point of view that it was able 
to raise man up in the darkness 
o f ages, but if only they could 
have taught man the real 
answer and not an erroneous 
one, he would not now be 
twisted under the burden of the 
law which has forced man 
into a state of conflict with the 
LAW. So that is what man is 
wrestling with today; the 
LAW that he is in conflict 
w ith: he was forced into
erroneous beliefs and so 
twisted.

So the answer to Job was— 
go on working. Yes ! until you 
can find the answer; for that 
in its argument is going to 
bring you the result There is 
only one answer to Job.

“Go on struggling until the 
answer breaks through in the 
form of awareness.”

For eventually, as Job went 
along, he could not but see 
points of Truth that would 
build up into a completeness.

Have you been able to gather 
anything from this ? It needs a 
little understanding ; but there 
lies the answer to man finding 
the mystery of the Aquarian 
expansion; driving all to a
C oncld . on Page 13, C o l. 3
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R*mm-Ra't Anroiow A R I E S  T  Shamballa
(¿40 genuine guides are trying to bring man into contact with th t Matter’s Realms, i t  is their 

jm rfa ti to help man out of the density of mailer that he has fallen into. They come in answer 
to the cries of suffering humanity.

¿40 ««mf« on math who practise entire self abnegation and offer themselves wholeheartedly for 
service gradually make a m eet contact with the Master’s Realms. They follow the same path as 
Jesus, Buddha, Gandhi, Confucius and others, who have now become pan of the Wholeness. 
The name Ra-Men-Ra menu God-Men-God. I t is the wisdom ami experiences of this wholeness 
xririch is directed to the earth through the name Ra-Men-Ra and he tells us to judge him by 
hu works. Editor).

WE parsw this path through the living Hosts of Osiris, the Hosts of Light 
A»« are giving onto mao of the first pare R ay; the Ray of Thought 
for hfaw to bring into a living manifestation of the Godhead. Through 

thk knowledge man is BjSjra to understand himself, that he can bring Shamballa. 
the Heaven of l  ight within his owh mind, and thus become born and created m 
the image of God, the Great Unknown Essence of Life. The initiate reaching 
upwards, carving out a trail that others may follow. The pioneers of Truth ; those 
who have seen the vision and are prepared to fight their way through the jungle, 
so that those who are lost in the wilderness can learn of the Truth. This cannot 
possibly be the path of the multitude ; it can only be the path of the one or two. 
It is the pilgrimage to Jerusalem, the land of Light.

Journey of the Crosses
i  RIES is as the pore first ray type, in which the first RAY of WILL or POWER 

3  reaches your planetary life. It is one of the constellations of the CARDINAL 
CROSS of the heavens; this is the cross of God, the Father, and therefore of the 
incarnating monad (incarnating hosts), and is the expression of will or power as 
it expresses itself through the great creative process.

V During the next few years short extracts me going . .  „  
K prisued from the Astrological Series of Lecueres winch were | 
» given at the School of Universal Philosophy and Healing, the ,
V Publishers of th Occult Gazette. These which are advertised 
^ each month are all obtainable either in part or as a whole. 1 
ft Beginners who art interested in Astrology should first com- 
.  mence by reading and studying the three earlier and more
V simple series, Introduction to Astrology, Elementary Astrology 
Q and intermediate Astrology, details of which are advertised 
ft on PageZ^M

When the soul transfers him
self on to the Cardinal Cross 
from which he descended when 
first coating into incarnation, it 
becomes his plan and purpose. 
But do understand that individ
ual entities come into human 
incarnation for the first time in 
the sign of Cancer, emerging as 
mental entities in the sign of 
A ries; as emotional-desire 
entities in the sign of T aurus; 
as vital entities in the sign of 
Gemini, taking then physical 
form in Cancer. This is in the 
invotutionary, subjective cycle; 
thus they emerge into the ocean 
o f physical plane existence, into 
the world of matter.

Let us try to get this clear; 
involution is the down-draft 
unto “solid enough” to  emerge 
fortkv then evolution will 

*, end she fins impulse is 
awakened in Aries, where the 
initiate idea to institute activity 
takes form ; it being the birth
place o f idame, mad a true idea 
is in reality a spiritual impulse 
taking form—subjective and 
objective. There originates the 
response of the soul to the 
highest aspect or quality of 
deity, because there appears 
the “will to incarnate.” (See 
diagram page 7).

Try to see the first ray aspect 
of the Monad, responding to the 
first aspect of drily or 7  am,’ 
evokes response from the first 
ray aspect of the soul, and the

first step towards incarnation is 
taken on that plane in the sys
tem, which is the mental plane. 
Aries awakening the will to 
reach the lowest, and there con
trols to the pilermosl, and faces 
of all experience. Thus the great 
cycle of struggle towards ex
pression starts, the purpose of 
the first sign of the Cardinal 
Cross.

Matter is the vehicle for 
manifestation of soul on the 
plane of existence; while soul 
is the vehicle on higher plane 
for the manifestation of spirit. 
These three being the trinity 
synthesised by life which per
vades them alL What appears in 
Aries as spiritual energy, enters 
into the soul stage in Cancer, 
in which sign incarnates for the 
first tim e  in form, reaches a 
p o i n t  off e<|nilift>riuiTi i n  L ib r a ,
in which sign soul and persona
lity achieve balance of co
operation and, in Capricorn, the 
wifi nature arrives at fulfilment 
and a visioned goal is reached.

Some of you will say, “How 
long will it be before I  get 
there V

Every day you pass round the 
whole of the chart in twenty- 
four hours; twelve in the night, 
and twelve in the day. Twelve 
hours in the day you go 
through experience, and the 
solar light passes over the 
universe; and you are living

and taking in every breath, 
passing through every experien
ce, and it is going through the 
whole of your states of exist
ence, your personality, in every 
minute of the day.

In the night time your phy
sical body goes to sleep, and 
your king or spirit gcs§_ out 
and finds fresh food in the 
spirit world and brings back 
new light for you to be united
in the rooming to start the day
afresh. This, is continually caut- 
ning unseen in your being, and 
it is up to you not to miss one 
moment or^xpenence ana ro 
learn by every lesson of life.

Never put off until tomorrow 
what can be done today. In so 
doing— tomorrow trill never 
come— because, what gave you 
the purpose at that moment, to 
put something into operation, 
was a movement whs ch coincided 
with your own, gave you the 
incentive, and passes on. These 
incentives and impetuses come 
every minute of the day, and 
every two hours you have a 
fresh inflow. Never miss them,— 
especially the initiate.

In Capricorn, the man reach
es either the height of personal 
ambition or becomes the 
initiate, attaining his spiritual 
objective, the difference bet
ween these two goals depending 
upon the mode of progression 
around the wheel of life.
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Speaking symbolically, the 
Crosses also turn, being the 
spokes of the great wheel.

Aries starts the process of 
“the mesi ancient initiation,’’ 
which all the human family has 
already undergone and will 
undergo. The first great cosmic 
initiation, as far as humanity 
is concerned, is initiation into 
incarnation, as the initiation of 
individualisation. This process 
culminates aeons later in the 
reversing of the wheel and the 
attaining of a definite goal in 
Capricorn. The Adept and 
teacher.

It culminates in the achieve
ment of transference from the 
Fixed Cross on to the Cardinal 
Cross, which is, in its turn, the 
logical sequence of the trans
ference from the Mutable 
Cross on to the Fixed Cross.

Man first of all gets the rotary 
movement or motion m his heart; 
his heart begins to stir. Then he 
begins to get it operating in Ins 
head, and he goes on to the 
Cardinal Cross. But the Fixed 
Cross in the first place is the 
involution. Then it becomes the 
Cardinal Cross and the head

ton,  then he sett it tm o io e

setting ihc vibratory "•notion. 
That it gets activity, ready once 
again to get it on to, the Fixed 
Cross where, m the heart, you 
have got a heart purpose. Then 
your manimals’* are beginning to 
wheel into churning, to becoming 
the Man, and you get Ezekiel 
seeing the vision of the Heavens 
in the Man becoming one with 
God. And this is how it takes 
place.

First the seed in the heart ; 
then to go back—as it appears 
—to the head ; then to begin to 
move on in a mutable motion 
in activity ; back again to 
enter on to the Fixed Cross 
once it has changed itself in 
the karmic house of karma, 
Leo ; and becoming once 
again ready to go on and 
become a part of the Godhead 
in the reformed mind. And 
this is how it takes place in the 
alchemica Usati on of the souL

Therefore, in its lowest mani
festation Aries is the creator of 
those activities, conditions and 
processes which lead to the 
manifestation of soul, through 
the medium of form, and later 
of those higher creative under
takings w hich lead in due time 
to the manifestation of spirit 
through soul.
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Aries is the purveyor to your 
solar system of Fire—Electric 
Fire,—and of the dynamic 
nature of God which has hi it 
the qualities of fostering and 
nourishing beat and also of 
the fire which burns and des
troys. Aries, which at different 
points along the Path of Life, 
forces the soul on to the 
burning ground and subjects 
it to a purifying process during 
incarnation.

So those of you that have 
your Sun in Aries, or Aries 
upon the Ascendant, or you 
have your Moon, the personal
ity, in Aries,—take note of this 
lesson,—because you will apply 
h  either to the Sun sign as 
something there which is born 
of this impartiality, or to come 
forth on yet a higher vein of 
understanding, the higher Aries, 
or on the 1st house, which is 
going to be the lesson you are 
going to learn through in this 
life, or the Moon that has it 
only in the personality and will 
use certain parts of this in her 
dancing unto the lord. And if 
you can see this understanding, 
and yet more to come in a part 
of yourself—and yon are

- .h o n e s t  w ith  ypU Q eif,— y o u  will
be able to see what you must 
learn by. If you have it in the 
1st house, then this is what you 
are seeking to take on as ‘jy  
pioneer. You are seeking to 
become the pioneer, where in 
the past you have not been the 
pioneer. You are now going to 
set new ideas into operation; 
you are going to have courage.

Through the lesser fire of 
mind, the “ jungles of experience” 
are set on fire and dissolve in 
flames, and then the Path 
stands clear and unobstructed 
vision is achieved. Through 
the fiery processes of war and 
strife, brought to the individual 
through the influence of the 
planetary ruler Mars, the God 
of War, a needed purification 
takes place.

The same purification, but this 
rime through vision, comes to 
the developed man through the 
activity of the subjective ruler of 
the planet Mercury, who is the 
illuminating principle which re
leases the mind, directs the way 
of man through life, and enables 
lam to become aware of the 
divine Plan which underlies all 
his fiery experience.

The Three “ Deaths”

SSCO RPIO  brings the death of 
the personality, as death 

and burial in the earth, of 
descent into the depths in order 
to be lifted again on to the
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ktlikti, the mountain-top In 
Capricorn. The heat of the 
earth, the mother, and the 
sting of the scorpion are the 
beneficent gifts which the turn
ing of the wheel gives to the 
man at the beginning and the 
end. These bring man to 
liberation, and eventually from 
control and pain of the Fixed 
Cross.

Pisces sees the relinquishing 
or the death o f all the influen
ces which hold the man to the 
wheel o f birth and his release 
from the control o f the Com
mon Cross. These three 
“deaths” are the equal in 
relativity to the three great 
mothers o f rebirth.

was ever finding the fish to 
feed the disciples; and the 
disciples are your twelve signs 
within you being fed by the 
Iesus or Joseph state that is 
wrestling as the mind.

T b u s  these are sym bolically  
the  death  through  f i r e ;  the  
dea th  th ro u g h  earth  |  and the  
death  th rough  w ater,— burn ing , 
su ffoca tion  and  drow ning,— b u t, 
in  th is w orld  cycle, the death  
th ro u g h  air is n o t either know n  
or understood.

There are not therefore four 
deaths, as the goal of your 
system during manifestation is 
3 in itia tion  or release in to  the  
a ir,"  so that the bird of life 
out of time and space can fly
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Aries ... Cardinal Cross 
Scorpio ... Fixed Cross 
Pisces ...M utable Cross

So Aries, Cancer and Virgo 
are the three m others; but 
Aries, Scorpio and Pisces are 
the three deaths which bring 
man to the Godhead. D o not 
think you are not going to go 
through it, and do not shirk i t ; 
because every man has to pass 
this way.

It is the influence of these 
three which brings about the 
“three needed a n d  determ ined  
deaths” in the life of the human 
being there being something in 
the energy which pours in 
through these signs which pre
determines a crystallising pro
cess, and the eventual destruct-

And here we get the Hermetic 
gnosis coming into birth 
through the knowledge o f the 
planetary wheel turning, and 
the daily movement of the 
planetary inflow.

The fire blazed forth and 
through that fire 1  died to life, 
and so was born to death. And 
then again I died to form 
(Aries).

That was the incoming Hosts 
that blazed forth in your mind ; 
and the I within that fiery 
Host died to the life of the 
spirit. It is the Christ dying 
within the s o u l; the murder of 
the innocents. All that is com
ing in of the great Archetypal 
Embodiment o f the Celestial 
Host is being destroyed as man 
puts them into his mind of 
avidya, ignorance, and he then 
has to bring it into birth in the 
true Christos L igh t; and when 
this is done it becomes the 
light of his soul.

The heat of earth, the fiery 
temper o f the mother, destroy
ed form, released the soul and 
so the lesser self was killed 
(Scorpio). The waters drowned 
the man ; the fish was made to 
disappear. It then appeared 
again to die, or else to die and 
bring salvation in Pisces the 
higher wisdom, or the fishes 
that were retrieved by the 
Iesus,— the Iesus state of the 
man coming into birth ; he
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free. You are everlastingly 
going to pass through initiat
ions, ultimately to become 
freed from self and self-desires.

The concept which the Law 
of Correspondences brings of 
the final death is covered by the 
words liberation, relinquish
ment and final initiation, and 
means little to humanity, for it 
concerns the planetary Logos 
and His life cycle.

The three deaths which do 
overtake man, the individual 
and the human family as a 
whole, release the soul into 
three great planetary centres.

T h e  three greater p lane ts , the  
three m ystics , are s lo w ly  com ing  
dow n to  y o u , a n d  y o u  are s lo w ly  
re a c h in g  u p  to them. They are 
ou tside  th e  sphere o f  E a r th , and  
are th e  g rea t U n k n o w n  W a ters  
w h ich  a ll m e n  once again  are 
seek ing  to  becom e of. 
w ise, m a n  ts ever g o ing  to  be 
s tru ck  d o w n  b y  U ranus in  su ffe r 
in g , m ade d ru n k e n  by  N e p tu n e  
in  a sp lit m in d , and  taken  d o w n  
b y  P lu to  in to  th e  v e ry  d e p th s  o f  
despair in  th e  darkness o f hell. 
D o  n o t under-estim a te  tk a t} as 
the  E a rth  is hell.

The death by drowning or by 
water in Pisces releases man 
again into that great centre 
which is called Humanity, and 
there experience is gained. 
Herein lies the mystery of the 
fish-goddesses o f this sign “w ho  
spaw n  their yo u n g  again and  yet 
again.”  Meaning that you take 
layer after layer of wisdom  
until you receive it by the 
great Goddess of Life, Binah, 
understanding. Because you all 
receive it by the harlot, in her 
different states o f dress ; some 
only in a black dress, some in 
rags, or she has the purple 
gown of blended mind and 
passions. When you receive 
from the great fish goddess, 
Binah, you receive from her the 
great wisdom of Athene, and 
you are able to bring into birth 
new life for man.

The death by suffocation in 
Scorpio released man into the 
planetary centre which is called 
the Hierarchy.

So when man is able to 
control his emotions of the sex, 
or the generative organs, then 
he has the great S p erm  Fire 
of God coming intOj.fii^heing.

The death by fire f ir  "burning 
in Aries releases matt'?;, urt'-r

another centre which is given 
the name Shamballa, (United 
Godhead). And when man can 
find the royal purpose as a 
pioneer, then he has the Royal 
Purpose of Heaven bom within 
him, can see and understand 
what Heaven truly means ; he 
seeks as a pioneer to bring 
Heaven down to Earth.

The First Ray of Will

ARIES, which expresses or is 
the agent primarily of the 

first Ray of Will or Power,— 
THE RAY OF THE DES
TROYER,—is the first ray of 
energy that comes from the 
divine Prototype in the Great 
Bear, that it becomes trans
muted into the force and 
activity of the planetary Logos 
of the first ray, and works out 
as His triple activity under the 
guidance of three ruling plan
ets, Mars, Mercury and Uranus.

Under Mars (will), Mercury 
(mind), and Uranus, that can 
bring the lightning bolt of 
electro-magnetism into the

then you will only ever blend 
those two through how your 
karma is being changed, how 
you are able to drop of per
sonality. But if you never drop 
the personality, you will never 
be able to blend the 1 0 th and 
the 4th houses in a higher 
unity. So you have to leam to 
change your karma.

If you have the Sun in the 
1 0 th house (the house of ser
vice), it means you are ever 
going to blend the 1 0 th house 
and the 4th house, spirit and 
matter, ever in the purpose of 
service.

If your Sun is in the 1st 
house, it is in the house of 
personality, or the purpose of 
idea, where you are starting a 
new wheeling of purpose. You 
are going to learn to rise above 
the personality state and take 
on the new state of the pioneer 
in whatever sign the Sun is in. 
In the 6 th house of Virgo, the 
actual birth is beginning to 
take place, because in the 6 th 
house you are ever seeking to

T H E  L IG H T  W lT f f lJ T ^ tS U tT P
T H E  S p irit is ever seeking to awaken us all to so that we can 

become aware of the L ig h t

i w  i f  ww
task of the A n a n s o u iT i^ a w S v s ^ ^ ^ 't r i^ ^ ^ s m iW m a i ' all hTs 
wealth can be given back to the Spirit.

w orld as the pure ray  o f the 
Christos ; because it needs the 
Uranus force to make man 
perceive. Mars embodies sixth- 
ray force which leads to ideal
ism, struggle, war, effort and 
evolution. G od’s idea in Aries 
becomes the concrete plan in 
Capricorn and leads to the 
battle-ground o f Scorpio. Mer
cury, embodying the fourth 
ray, carries the man around the 
wheel of life, and conflict 
enables him to achieve har
mony. Mercury illumines the 
mind and mediates between the 
soul and the personality, being 
the Messenger of the Gods.

For example, Mercury in the 
sign of Cancer in the 11th 
house, (the house of the spirit) 
would mean that through the 
4th house (the house of home) 
where all the first state of 
beginning takes place, the very 
spirit of life in the highest 
form is going to activated 
through the way the soul ex
presses the mind, or actions of 
mind, in the home.

M ercu ry  and  the S u n  arc as 
one in  occu lt litera ture ;  the  S u n  
as the sym b o l o f  the S o n  o f G od , 
W h o  is the m edia tor betw een
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take on a new' form o f blend
ing. Before you can pass over 
from the 6 th to the 7th you 
are going to be weighed in the 
balance, as to whether it is 
only in the head as knowledge 
or in the heart as purpose.

In the 5th house (your house 
of karma) it shows you where 
your feminine self was chained 
d ow n ; not able to sit in at- 
one-ment with your pineal 
gland ; but when you are able 
to break the chains of your 
karma so as to give your 1 st 
house its head, then in your 6 th 
house, (the house of Virgo), 
you are going to get a renewed 
state of mind and the Virgin is 
going to step forth ; she is 
then going to bring forth the 
first layer of the Christ. You 
are then going to be more at 
liberty and blended with your 
1 0th house in purpose and 
motive.

Uranus embodies the energy 
of the seventh ray and is the 
ray which relates spirit and 
matter and brings together 
electric fire, and fire by friction, 
thus producing manifestation.

So if you can take the 
Highing of the heart, bring it 

into the 7th house, it means 
11 were able , to take the 
fitmog bolt which holds with- 
fethe rij’y .o i the Masters, and 
pmitiKiw) within you the 

fit*, fire by friction, 
ttfim move on to the 

the chart, the

ffe the soul to the 
during the 

the Path, when 
RjjfeMvxMgti'jMIAk and the fires

engendered through the potency 
of Uranus produce the flaming 
heart of the final burning 
ground. Through this burning 
ground, the initiate has finally 
to pass, as Uranus rules the 
occult Way and is connected 
with the Hierophant of the 
Mysteries of Initiation. Aries, 
Virgo and Aquarius.

Aries is the pioneer. Virgo 
is the virgin producing the 
child in her womb through 
immaculate conception, bring
ing into birth in Aquarius the 
water-bearer.

T h e  sign of Aries is the first, 
thus the  head s ig n ;  it is know n  
to  have influence upon  the head 
and face. The S u n  enters this 
sign about the tim e o f 2 1 st 
M arch  each year, constituting  
the V ernal Ingress. T h u s  this 
sign also governs the conscious
ness m aking the character of 
A ries, and w ill always m anifest 
itself through  the head. S o  souls 
w ho are born in  this sign are 
invariably always looking for
ward, being potential leaders in  
ideals, and  pioneers o f advanced 
though t according to their degree 
o f intelligence. T h u s would have 
great m ental e n e rg y ; but i f  not 
trained in  the degree o f awakened 
consciousness, can be very head
strong and im pulsive in the 
direction o f desires.

While the Sun is in this 
eastern sign you celebrate 
Easter, and it is usually obser
ved by wearing new headgear, 
literally and metaphorically 
speaking. “I n  m y Easter 
bonnet.”  So, although they 
may not be aware of it, every 
one who follows the idea of 
donning a new hat at this 
time, is paying homage to that 
earthed through and by the 
ancients, and whichever resurr
ects at this time, through the 
establishment of the “labels” 
affixed by them, as they 
created of the exoteric from 
the esoteric cQQpcpuou.

ifiwn- *"*' « 4 wWWWM
B S  the
N e o u l^ s ta fe o r  rebirth of the 
Head of the Grand Man, or 
the Fiery Elements taking on 
that o f creation set by man.—  
are called Shedar, the freed; 
Ruckbah and Datal Cursa, the 
enthroned, the seated.

This is how the ancients, who 
were sages, were able to see 
the stars.

The ancients, or the Shep
herd kings, the Pharaohs, were 
so near to the Godhead,— 
because they had not gathered 
of so many ‘coats of skin’ as 
you have today, and being 
more plastic, more of spirit,—  
that they were able to receive 
the great Wisdom. And you, as 
an initiate, are struggling to 
shed these ‘coats of skin’ that 
you can become the correspon
dence in equivalence of 
sensitivity as the Shepherd 
kings or the Pharaohs were at 
that time, but with the state of 
sensitivity of experience.
(See symbol of Aries page 6 , 

col. 3).
In this plate you can see the 

wisdom created by the ancients 
around the Elements, now 
making themselves visible on 
the maelstrom or HALL OF 
MIRRORS, as a tangible 
record; but remember, only 
in the eyes of man who 
beholds all this tangibly, which 
is yet as illusory. Y e s! All 
these do exist, hut not as 
matter, but Matter consistency, 
as unto man’s creation on the 
maelstrom; thus appear as 
light forming out of man’s 
darkness. Because you are 
bringing it into birth as your 
mind, as a reality of under
standing ; so you are able to 
see lights in the heavens.
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R e m i n i s c e n c e s

the BLOOD OF
ANOINTMENT

I DARE say that there are many of you, who like myself, are asking what is 
happening to the world. Any who are in any way sensitive must have realised 
that since Christmas there has been a vast drop in the vibrations of the Earth. 

This I was made aware of before the festive season began, and true enough it has 
fulfilled itself. Therefore I am going to answer in my page of free speech the 
question that has been put to me many times by many of our Readers.

“ What effect have the present missiles upon the world and its spiritual 
unity with the heights ?

Ik e  first thing we have to get into our mind is the fact that man has reached 
the half-way mark of the Solar Year (see diagram of Relativity on page 9), and 
now is seeking to make his return journey. His start-off begins while Saturn is ruling 
supreme, and he represents the old state of luna and magnetic depths, which man 
by now should have discarded, and fully adopted the Solar infusion, that would 
have united the depths with the heights, and thus been the means of drawing man 
back to the fulness of the Year.

The Solar Rains
rpHIS never struck me so 
J. deeply as at the present 

moment when the Solar rains 
are now coming down and 
watering the earth. For being 
deeply engrossed in the trans
lation of the BOOK OF JOB, 
I realised that man at the 
present moment was going 
through exactly what Job was 
passing through right back at 
the beginning of time. In fact, 
was the cycle of Job repeating 
itself once again ?

Job was a Capricomian soul 
who could never get any 
higher than his Virgo plane of 
earth triune, because he ever 
built hedges around himself of 
old conventional and egoistical 
ideas that prevented any new 
thought ever breaking through. 
\n mv experiences, especially 
\n devetopment, the world is 
tully tarred with these con
ditions, for many an idea 
given to me by the higher 
Powers has been fu lly  discard
ed, because It meant the soul 
having to come away from old 
ways that were impeding its 
unfoldment.

Y o u  have only to advise a 
sick soul that tea or coffee was 
the cause o f their bladder cys
titis, or their hardening arteries, 
— and that if they were to leave 
them  alone and turn to some 
healing herbs instead, they would  
find the relief they were seeking 
— and you would never see them  
again. A n d  if you do, to find

that they are now on drugs that 
in no way has solved the prob
lem. So Job is really reigning 
supreme.

Through Aquarius being the 
turn of the Year, we might ask 
why should Saturn be reigning 
as a start-off ? This is where 
we have to see things from a 
very broad point of v iew ; 
Saturn is the negative side of 
the Solar. This is what Job 
was having to learn.

He had been a good right
eous person who had walked 
in tune with God, advocated 
the wonders of God, and then 
suddenly for no reason what- 
so-evcr, as far as he was con
cerned, was struck down and 
rendered sick with boils.

Job in his enquiries had 
sought rather deeply into what 
had occuried unto him as new 
thought, for as the leader of 
his race, he was their adviser,
or w hat was known as the
greatest man in the east; and 
in so doing had opened himself 
up to bringing down greater 
powers from the heavens.

This may sound very odd to 
many, but man has yet to 
realise how powerful he really 
is, for when you can fully 
grasp that man is but the 
heavens in a material body as 
mind and soul, then we shall 
more fully comprehend that 
man’s rightful return is to 
where he is being nourished 
from ; the heavenly spheres.

The legend of Job displays 
of how Saturn (Satan : Chapter
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2) bargains with God and says 
let me be the tempter and we 
will really find out upon which 
side Job really belongs. Where
upon the higher Deity gives 
Saturn the right, but declares, 
“Do not kill his soul." Is this 
what is happening to man at 
the present moment ?

Right down the ages prop
hets have warned of what 
would take place as the 
Aquarian Age approached. 1 
have often wondered myself as 
to how they were able to see 
so far ahead ; but now I can 
comprehend to some degree.

Man finds it very difficult to 
come away from old ideas, 
particularly that of the personal, 
and realise that matter and all 
it contains is b u t illusion , and  
that man it rempy'a'Weatiire'of 
the heights. The body, yes ! 
belongs to the depths, but rnr 
soul, which is the man, belongs 
to the heights.

T h t Fiery Principle  
of Man's Seed

1I T  was because these seers, 
I who were highly versed in 

astrological wisdom, could see 
that man would not discard of 
Saturn and embrace the Solar, 
that he was, at the period of 
return, going to find an empty 
water pot that would in nowise 
help him to understand his 
problems. This does represent 
the changing FACE of the 
•manifesting Godhead; the 
manifesting Intelligencia.

THE LEADING LIGHT
THE nigh tormented and demented soul brought down to the 

very depths by its own folly and blindness in its overpouring 
poverty cries out desperately for the Light of the Sun, The Spirit 
Essence to once again feed it and make Nature fertile and alive. 
The great mountains of knowledge and intellectualism rise up 
depressingly blocking out any mutablity of mind, or freedom of 
thought. But the One Ray of Divine Hope ever Lights up the 
road to freedom and shines forth immediately the soul cries out 
in all earnestness of heart.

Therefore Religion under the 
old orthodox theory of a , 
crucified God has 
over-due. The Embodiment 
that came down in Pisces was 
never really earthed, but 365 
ycuia later (AD 205) a body of 
people created a Religion 
which held sway as Papalism. 
This did to a degree raise the 
minds of the Race upwards, 
but never in anywise ever 
taught them of the real truths 
of life, particularly the unity 
of earth with spirit, and man’s 
unity within himself.

At the same time he was 
never taught the importance of 
his own generative fire that was 
the means of replenishing his 
mind. And this is shown very 
clearly in the 1st Chapter of 
Job where when the fire came
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down which was in his own 
seminal waters, all that went

Principle contained in his seed.
It was of such important 

details as this that the true 
Religion of life should consist. 
It was of these truths that the 
Christos Deity made manifest 
in Pisces, that in Aquarius 
man would be ready to apply 
the wisdom unto himself as the 
Cup, and thereby be able to 
rise as he discarded the old 
luna way of life and seek of 
the Solar.

Every man receives of the 
Solar inflow, but the majority 
turn it to luna desires, the 
desires of Saturn, “I  W A N T "  
and not “/  G IV E." Through the 
descent at the beginning of 
Pisces the Solar Deity entered 
into the Desire Body of the 
earth, and in so doing became as 
the alchemicaliser of man’s 
blood. This is where many 
religions get the idea regarding 
the Blood of the Christ saving 
the soul, when really it is the 
solar life-force purging its way 
through and slowly trying to 
break down the luna state that 
exists so strongly with the 
majority.
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So p«rh«p> it can now be 

understood of how that which 
dm « as the Piacean Embodi
ment. Mould, in the Aquarian— 
that f l  the strong Saturnian
domination....bring a greater
understanding ot the Christos 
light through a whole period 
ot impregnation! whereby 
man would no longer fasten 
the Solar Deity to a cross to 
save his own face, but by 
drinking his own cup raise his 
spirit upper-most within his 
heart and purpose, and seek for 
the truth.

Much of this has taken place, 
but only as a state of anti
christ, for man has never been 
taught of these greater truths, 
and when I attempted to bring 
them, only found that the 
majority thought they were 
teachings of paganism, when 
really they are the REAL 
CHRIST TEACHINGS.

The majority of the Race is 
buried under the Saturn or 
Luna waters and refuse to 
come out of it, therefore sick
ness and misfortune is increas
ing. Man is aware of something 
regarding the heights, but he 
has never sought into the true 
meaning of relativity; which 
w hen fully understood gives 
forth of how when the depths 
are united with the heights, it 
produces in mind extension that 
of the greater, therefore the 
solution to man’s problems. 
All is a matter of mastering 
Saturn that the Solar Deity, as 
the Solar Fire can reign more 
supremely within the soul as 
spiritual radiation.

U'Auf Job  su ffered  then as h i  
strugg led  to  acquire his sensi
tiv ityI and cried out against his 
angu ish  of struggle, man has 
mow, more than ever, as his 
problem . This is what tht prop- 
hits saw when thty dtclartd that 
th irt would hi an imply water- 
pot, for no waur was being sent 
down the ages at the time when 
Saturn was going to take the full 
lead.

This was the time when the 
whole of Saturn, or the luna 
depths, should have been 
completely raised up by the 
Embodiment of Pisces, and the 
Solar light now fully manifest
ing.

Instead of that we have a 
dead religion, with man more 
than ever seeking of the luna 
by sending missiles up to the 
heights that they could, if 
possible, land there and begin a 
new world on a dead planet! 
Not only is there an empty 
water-pot, but a reverse 
action of thought as has never 
been conceived before,

An empty water pot, yes S 
but to build a new world upon 
the old luna orb, perhaps is a 
fantasy as never even conceived 
in the wildest of the Arabian 
Night stories.

Month of the  
Green-Ears

A T the present moment the 
I  Solar rains are descending 

to water what was given birth 
at the beginning of the year as 
the Horse, the present of 
Father Christmas. This is

W$t Ho£t 3 Roa&
We cry and we scream,
A s on the road we labour, 
For lost we are, and 
Dead we feel, as the 
Moment seems to hover.

And what came forth  
Was common salt, 
Needed so bad by many, 
And most of all 
By the squealer.

W hat is it we have found ?
W hat m ystery have we unravelled f  
Can i t  be we are a genius ?
No. N ever !

We stand and dither  
A nd  the way grows thin,
The hour wans, and the 
M oment falls thin.

W hy are we so blind 
As we look for zest ? 
And pither and dither 
A s we seek to dress.
W hy ! for we look for  
The exalted and not 
Exalteth the Lord. 
Glory the Beast,
Thus dip the flag.

$

S

The day goes past 
A nd  no genius appears,
W here is the Lord we exalted ? 
Did he not hear our 
Cry fo r  help ? and the 
M ind so vaulted ?

L ast but nor least 
A  glim m er breaks thro’,
A nd w hat appeared 
Genius was’n t true, but 
T ru th  uncommonly blue.

So down to face facts,
A nd  s tir  the mud,
L i f t  the veil, and
Draw the cork, fo r
A ll it needed was tapping.

Poor human frailty,
Lost in the mud, 
Seeking the heavens,
B u t blind to the 
Vision when revealed.

Seeking is the work, 
And endeavour, is 
Sweat, tears and labour. 
N ot bouquets, heights 
And jerks. But 
Grit, teeth and drill.

So now to the truth,
I f  the Lord is willing, 
Eat the fish, and 
S tir  the muscle.
Subdue the beast 
And wrestle and tussle.

*
S

T H E  W H E E L  O F  R E L A T I V I T Y
The above diagram describes the approximate date of the 

commencement of Each Equinox Age since the Age of Leo, and 
iescribes the result of Precession of the Equinoxes. The equinox 
point is where the celestial Equator cuts the belt of the ecliptic, 
which it does twice each year giving to the earth periods of equal 
day and night. Each year the exact point of cutting moves back
wards about 50" causing a complete Cycle of Equinoxes to occur 
over a period of 26,000 years. This Cycle or circling round the 
Constellations is diagrammatlcally shown above. The twelve 
Constellations there shown are Great groups of Stars from which 
the name of each Equinox Age is taken. The Modern Age started 
about the year 1880, the Age of Aquarius, which In polarity Is 
meeting the Age of Leo. Every schoolboy knows the first scientific 
Law 'every action has an opposite and equal reaction,* and can 
therefore scientifically accept as a result of the Astronomic process
ional movement of the Equinoxes, that whatever happened then 
is bound to have its reaction In this Age. Thus the Principle of 
Relativity.

where Ecclesiastes 3 declares 
of the ways of human travail, 
that of the Seasons.

Papalism does understand of 
this, but applies it to their own 
m e o ty o f” I.TS'fiff'TCtTeti realty ft 
is a time when the soul should 
be as frugal as possible, and

For w hat went forth in 
strength at the Christm as period 
by the one on the World Wheel, 
would now descend as a Solar 
message to all who were ready 
to receive.

This was certainly not Ortho
doxy, for the real date of the 
birth is the 21st of December 
and not the 25th. So let us 
hope real Wisdom was earthed 
at that time, for now at the 
21st of March or Abib, THE 
MONTH OF GREEN-EARS, 
new life will come to the world 
and its wife. Yes ! the missiles 
are doing untold damage from 
this point alone, and accounts 
for the many mishaps that have 
already taken place, with plenty 
more to come.

It shows how man gets a 
simpering of the truth, then 
turns it completely to where 
there is a possibility of making 
untold finance. When is he 
going to realise that Midas 
with all his gold longed for 
the simplicity of a little child, 
especially when he found that 
his own feet and legs had 
turned to gold, and were 
immovable.

Job when he realised that he 
was fixed through his old ways

and theories, found it very 
difficult when he tried to turn to 
the way of his beliefs, for then it 
meant initiation of the most 
stiffest kind,, and is really what 
the whole Of—the hook entails. 
His crying out against the Solar 
Fire striving to bum its way

lurid Tissues c a n s  m u se  fire 
solar b lood .

One is o f  a  slow vibration, 
the other of a fast radiation; 
and here we get the two wavy 
lines as the Aquarius symbol, 
and the two rulers of Saturn 
and Uranus.

When Saturn is mastered, the 
Solar Deity as .the Christos 
Blood is fully in the soul life, 
and will, when the soul can so 
radiate as mind purpose, 
become the Christed mind.

One who has been anointed.
Of course this is where we 

come away from old conven
tional ways and ideas. This is 
where we really seek into the 
face of truth. But the soul who 
refuses to do so is very soon, 
to his own cost going to find 
that health, mind, will and 
body, will go down under the 
Saturnian blankness, and only 
remain as a cold dead stone.

One without life or purpose.

Man has got to rise, and 
rise he must, for this is the only 
way he is going to find Solar 
life and electrical radiation, 
that which will help him to 
rise, and seek his way back to 
the heights from whence he is 
being bom.

Perhaps by this we can S t  
now futile It was for one to kiss 

r ^ c o ld  Vfrad stone to be the 
means of saving the people.

Perhaps it added unto the 
dilemma, for surely the only 
way to find life and purpose 
is to go forth with the morn
ing Sun, and seek that the Holy 
One as the glorious Rays of 
light can be thy purpose ere 
the day goes through.

Could there be anything 
more glorious than looking into 
the SoJ.sir F»ee as being the 
reflection of that which we are 
not able to perceive as Him 
who is the Life and Blood of 

Ithe soul ? When we think of 
his journey across the heavens, 
and how he is the channel for 
that Great Being to guide His 
people, P E R H A P S  WE 
MIGHT REALISE BUT A 
LITTLE OF THE WONDERS 
THAT ARE OUR HER1T- 
Ia g e , AND OF WHICH WE 
G I V E  SO L I T T L E  
THOUGHT.

t o * *  -

the descending Solar Fire.
TTT
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So perhaps it can now be 
understood of how that which 
came as the Piscean Embodi
ment, would, in the Aquarian— 
that of the strong Saturnian 
domination—bring a greater 
understanding of the Christos 
light through a whole period 
of impregnation; whereby 
man would no longer fasten 
the Solar Deity to a cross to 
save his own face, but by 
drinking his own cup raise his 
spirit upper-most within his 
heart and purpose, and seek for 
the truth.

Much of this has taken place, 
but only as a state of anti
christ, for man has never been 
taught of these greater truths, 
and when I attempted to bring 
them, only found that the 
majority thought they were 
teachings of paganism, when 
really they are the REAL 
CHRIST TEACHINGS.

The majority of the Race is 
buried under the Saturn or ■  
Luna waters and refuse to 
come out of it, therefore sick
ness and misfortune is increas
ing. Man is aware of something 
regarding the heights, but he 
has never sought into the true 
meaning of relativity; which 
when fully understood gives 
forth of how when the depths 
are united with the heights, it 
produces in mind extension that 
of the greater, therefore the 
solution to man’s problems.
All is a matter of mastering 
Saturn that the Solar Deity, as 
the Solar Fire can reign more 
supremely within the soul as 
spiritual radiation.

W hat Job suffered then as he 
struggled to acquire his sensi
tivityi and cried out against his 
anguish of struggle, man has 
now, more than ever, as his 
problem. This is what the prop
hets saw when they declared that 
there would be an empty water- 
pot, for no water was being sent 
down the ages at the time when 
Saturn was going to take the fu l l  
lead.

This was the time when the 
whole of Saturn, or the luna 
depths, should have been 
completely raised up by the 
Embodiment of Pisces, and the 
Solar light now fully manifest
ing.

Instead of that we have a 
dead religion, with man more 
than ever seeking of the luna 
by sending missiles up to the 
heights that they could, if 
possible, land there and begin a 
new world on a dead planet! 
Not only is there an empty 
water-pot, but a reverse 
action of thought as has never 
been conceived before,

An empty water pot, y e s ! 
but to build a new world upon 
the old luna orb, perhaps is a 
fantasy as never even conceived 
in the wildest of the Arabian 
Night stories.
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Month of the 
Green-Ears

A T the present moment the 
Solar rains are descending 

to water what was given birth 
at the beginning of the year as 
the Horse, the present of 
Father Christmas. This is

We cry and we scream 
As on the road we labour,
For lost we are, and 
Dead we feel, as the 
Moment seems to hover.

What is it we have found ?
What mystery have we unravelled ? 
Can it be we are a genius ?
No. Never!

We stand and dither 
And the way grows thin,
The hour wans, and the 
Moment falls thin.

The day goes past 
And no genius appears,
Where is the Lord we exalted ?
Did he not hear our 
Cry for help ? and the 
Mind so vaulted ?

Last but nor least 
A glimmer breaks thro’,
And what appeared 
Genius was’nt true, but 
Truth uncommonly blue.

So down to face facts,
And stir the mud,
L ift the veil, and
Draw the cork, for
All it needed was tapping.

And what came forth 
Was common salt, 
Needed so bad by many, 
And most of all 
By the squealer.
Why are we so blind 
As we look for zest ? 
And pither and dither 
As we seek to dress.
Why ! for we look for 
The exalted and not 
Exalteth the Lord.
Glory the Beast,
Thus dip the flag.
Poor human frailty,
Lost in the mud,
Seeking the heavens,
But blind to the 
Vision when revealed.
Seeking is the work, 
And endeavour, is 
Sweat, tears and labour. 
Not bouquets, heights 
And jerks. But 
Grit, teeth and drill.
So now to the truth,
I f  the Lord is willing, 
Eat the fish, and 
Stir the muscle.
Subdue the beast 
And wrestle and tussle.
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T H E  W H E E L  O F  R E L A T I V I T Y
The above diagram describes the approximate date of the 

commencement of Each Equinox Age since the Age of Leo, and 
describes the result of Precession of the Equinoxes. The equinox 
point is where the celestial Equator cuts the belt of the ecliptic, 
which it does twice each year giving to the earth periods of equal 
day and night. Each year the exact point of cutting moves back
wards about 50" causing a complete Cycle of Equinoxes to occur 
over a period of 26,000 years. This Cycle or circling round the 
Constellations Is diagrammatically shown above. The twelve 
Constellations there shown are Great groups of Stars from which 
the name of each Equinox Age is taken. The Modern Age started 
about the year 1880, the Age of Aquarius, which In polarity is 
meeting the Age of Leo. Every schoolboy knows the first scientific 
Law ‘every action has an opposite and equal reaction.’ and can 
therefore scientifically accept as a result of the Astronomic process
ional movement of the Equinoxes, that whatever happened then 
is bound to have Its reaction In this Age. Thus the Principle of 
Relativity.

where Ecclesiastes 3 declares 
of the ways of human travail, 
that of the Seasons.

Papalism does understand of 
this, but applies it to their own 

“ wnttl 'Veally lr~ 
is a time when the soul should 
be as frugal as possible, and
strive_______ ________________

fflMSagft now m 
the descending Solar Fire.

For what went forth in 
strength at the Christmas period 
by the one on the W orld W heel, 
would now descend as a Solar 
message to all who were ready 
to receive.

This was certainly not Ortho
doxy, for the real date of the 
birth is the 21st of December 
and not the 25th. So let us 
hope real Wisdom was earthed 
at that time, for now at the 
21st of March or Abib, THE 
MONTH OF GREEN-EARS, 
new life will come to the world 
and its wife. Yes ! the missiles 
are doing untold damage from 
this point alone, and accounts 
for the many mishaps that have 
already taken place, with plenty 
more to come.

It shows how man gets a 
simpering of the truth, then 
turns it completely to where 
there is a possibility of making 
untold finance. When is he 
going to realise that Midas 
with all his gold longed for 
the simplicity of a little child, 
especially when he found that 
his own feet and legs had 
turned to gold, and were 
immovable.

Job  w hen  h e  realised tha t he  
was fix e d  through  h i» old ways

and theories, found it very 
difficult when he tried to turn to 
the way of his beliefs, for then it 
meant initiation of the most 
s tiffe s t k in d ,t a n d  is rea lly  what 
th e  w h o i-  o f  th e  b o o h  en ta ils . 
H is  c ry in g  o u t a g a in st th e  S o la r  
F ire  s tr iv in g  to  b u m  its  w ay

rar m m ' place?*id that the'

solar blood.
One is o f a slow vibration, 

the other of a fast radiation ; 
and here we get the two wavy 
lines as the Aquarius symbol, 
and the two rulers o f Saturn 
and Uranus.

When Saturn is mastered, the 
Solar Deity as ^the Christos 
Blood is fully in the soul life, 
and will, when the soul can so 
radiate as mind purpose, 
become the Christed mind.

One who has been anointed.
Of course this is where we 

come away from old conven
tional ways and ideas. This is 
where we really seek into the 
face of truth. But the soul who 
refuses to do so is very soon, 
to his own cost going to find 
that health, mind, will and 
body, will go down under the 
Saturnian blankness, and only 
remain as a cold dead stone.

One without life or purpose.

Man has got to rise, and 
rise he must, for this is the only 
way he is going to find Solar 
life and electrical radiation, 
that which will help him to 
rise, and seek his way back to 
the heights from whence H am  
being bom . 1 1 1  Mi

Perhaps by this w e can see 
^ T o w fu tile  it was for one to kiss 
^ ^ c o l d d e a d  stone to be the 

means o f saving the people.
Perhaps i t  added  u n to  the  

dilemma, for surely the only 
way to find life and purpose 
is to go forth with the morn
ing Sun, and seek that the Holy 
One as the glorious Rays of 
light can be thy purpose ere 
the day goes through.

Could there be anything 
more glorious than looking into 
the Solar Face as being the 
reflection of that which we are 
not able to perceive as Him  
who is the Life and Blood of 
the soul ? When we think of 
his journey across the heavens, 
and how he is the channel for 
that Great Being to guide His 
people, P E R H A P S  W E  
MIGHT REALISE BUT A 
LITTLE OF THE WONDERS 
THAT ARE OUR HERIT
AGE, AN D OF WHICH WE 
G I V E  S O  L I T T L E  
THOUGHT.

A » * «  -  S o e l c .
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T H E  GOLIDEN R A IN
Jhts statement was especially announced by 'Ra-TUen-'Ra through Tttrs, 

Gladys Spetirman-Cook during the Wednesday Cecture on 16th 'ITlarch

I C O M E  A M O N G S T  Y O U  A N D  I S E E K  T O  H E L P  Y O U  T O  
build up your hearts and your minds onto a greater plane of 
understancung. A  big change has taken place in the descent of the 

Christos Fire into the Earth. This is not understood by the majority, 
but it is a wisdom that will in time become knowledge unto man ; but 
at the present moment he is blind, and even if he were told it would 
make no difference: not yet. Through one soul, who makes every 
effort, even though they may not be fully aware of what they are doing 
but being led by the Powers of the Spirit, they can be the means of the 
Heavenly Powers becoming more and more established into the Earth. 
As the S O L A R  R A IN S  began to fall the U R A N I A N  P O W E R S  struck 
down and up, and the Waters were directed straight through the Channel. 
Now the Fountain to the Earth is replenished, but it has taken a great 
toll of one soul, who had to bear the burden and keep them moving 
and woven. This is the great tragedy of Spirit, and the one that we, too, 
sorrow over. But you upon the Earthplane cannot perceive more and 
more the importance of playing your part in struggling. M an can gain 
nothing unless he makes some effort and really strives to find the answer ; 
not just one soul being the means of bringing this Force into your midst, 
but you supporting now with all your effort, and straining to change and 
wing your minds up to the Heights. The man who does not make that 
effort now is the man who is going to ‘die’ and merely become the serf.

Now Is the time to start to weave at the full establishment of the 
Solar Year. It is a very important time, very very important, far more 
important than the majority of you understand : but just take my word ; 
for it is very important.

From now onwards man is going to be M IN D  and nothing else. If 
he is only of bone and flesh, then he is nothing more than an animal 
upon the Earth; merely trudging his way along, and he will find the 
way frozen.

JU P IT E R ’S  T R IU M P H
As each soul struggles by example to conquer his lower desires 

and build Mind, so his powers of generation become the stimulus 
to enable him to master the lower animal powers.

I wonder how m any are 
looking at life and wondering 
W H AT IS G O IN G  TO H A P 
PEN. T o the older ones o f  the 
generation w ho know a far 
different world, they have seen 
a world changing rapidly under 
their very eyes, and so much 
so  as it to now be changing 
fast week by week. A s to  
details o f  how, that has not 
been seen, but a world that 
is an em pty water-pot, Y es !

Souls com pletely aim less 
excep t tor self and its pleasur
es, \  bux a ls o  to  fa s t increasing 
difficulties th a t now they find 
they can solve quite easily by 
drug, mechanical appliance? 
and easy going morals.

Thus now the soul is lost 
to the present seriousness of the 
situation. This is what was seen 
by the seers down the Ages; 
man slowly turning from the 
soul-creating-intent and living en
tirely for life and its joys. The 
latter is of Saturn, the lunar 
magnetic earthy creation, the 
former is of the Solar, where the 
soul creates and draws towards 
the Solar Deity who is giving it 
of progressive life of rebirth; 
that of mind creation. The lunar 
is of the warm humid state of 
the lodestone, which only results 
in physical disease of a harden
ing and solidifying nature where 
man becomes stereotyped.

All this belongs to the state 
of Saturn, which man has lived 
with far too long as an “I- 
W ANT” craze instead of using 
him as a state of challenge to 
master, and create. A mania of 
high finance and greed, but 
creation for art sake, N o  ! So 
man will slowly become a 
midas, merely living for what 
money he can produce, where
by to partake of as much 
pleasure as he requires to 
appease his bodily desires. 
What will happen to the soul ? 
Well ! that is only to be wit
nessed as the years go by.

As a soul even tries to think 
or even criticise or suggest, 
they now find themselves in a 
Saturn groove of thinking and 
acting. For one to speak of 
God, spirit or creative purpose, 
it is looked upon as righteous 
and old-fashioned. And as to 
telling the world that this is 
only a plane of illusion, a 
schooling ground for greater

planes o f reality to be reached, 
it leaves people wondering as 
to whether that one is mental 
or not.

This is what my Instrument 
has had to en d u re; yet souls 
com e here in a com pletely lost 
state crying out for healing, for  
by those on this side we are 
guiding them to her. F or once 
they touch the light o f  this 
Tem ple, they begin their up
ward trek, even though it be 
slow . T hey firp souls w ho have 
com e to the parting o f the 
ways. The higher and lower
n a t u r e s  h a v e  d i v i d e d  b e c a u s e
they were ready for solar 
unity, and went on feeding 
themselves with lunar magnet
ism “  those w ho have never 
given their minds true creative 
purpose by binding their lower 
mind with the higher.

Thus have let the higher sub
conscious die, and the lower 
becom e over-balanced. Hence 
the physical desires become 
rampant, and their real purpose 
o f mind, creating unity, is lost.

The Soma 
Pneumatikon Body

THIS was one o f the chief 
teachings in the Occult 

Schools o f Egypt, Greece and 
Rom e. The soul becoming 
master o f the two ways, North  
and South. The higher and 
lower minds blended and pro
ducing a divine god-mind of 
reality awareness. This is the 
simple and more modern way 
of expressing it. But if we 
sought into the Occult vocabul
ary, we would say the divine 
Ego or the soma Pneumatikon 
body of light which carries the 
soul up to the higher planes 
of consciousness when it leaves 
the earth.

Until this creation is formed  
and cultivated, the soul remains 
earthbound; for you cannot 
live, breathe, or respond to any
thing else than what you are. 
Everything is vibration; flesh 
and bone are matter and belong 
to earth and all beneath it. So  
when man lives for that alone, 
he chains himself to matter and 
becomes stoned. Continual state 
of text book and no new creative 
purpose drawn from spirit 
realms, or realms of higher 
spiritual purpose, will add more 
and more to this creation.

Then we all will ask, WHY 
is man like this, or come to 
this state of thinking ? When 
only twenty years ago man 
looked quite deeply into occult, 
spiritual and philosophical ways 
and purpose of life. Of course 
one can quote quite a number 
of reasons, but the main, and 
perhaps one that will be dis
puted by many, yet a truth 
recognised and advocated 
right back as far as Egjmv

the Religious G overnm ent o f 
the world has failed?)

T he priest is »icdfcv- ■"
the two worlds, that o f ihe 
illusionary and that of Reaitty. 
The basic, the astral planes, 
where man has become lost, and 
the higher where man receives 
new life , and purpose and breath.

Thus we now go back to my 
many comments in the Occult 
Gazette of a Religious Body 
that called themselves Christ
ianity, when in reality were just 
Papalism. A papal state of 
popery or papal government, 
with a higher state of papap- 
hobia of one who could no 
longer be that intermediary 
between God and man. Thus 
man has never been taught any
thing regarding life and its true 
purpose.

The world cannot live with
out there is an intermediary 
link between heaven and earth ; 
for this is the message of the 
Scriptures. The struggle put 
into operation by the Patriar
chs, Prophets and Kings until 
the Christos descended onto the 
earth as a Solar Lord of Light, 
and took control of the Desire 
Body of the World.

This descended as an Embod
iment of new Life in A.D.33 
which the Romans captured 
through their occult pursuits, 
but Paul and others sought to 
bring forth in a renewed slate 
of Hebraicism. This formed 
also a new up-rising of the 
“Race Elect” or Ekklesia iu 
the Early Christians. This rep
resents the spiritual thread that 
never breaks, but ever rises tip . 
and down as it comes forth 
capture the new thought as tfcc 
ever enquiring Spirit M 
The thread or purpose as f&f ' 
ever-becoming true jiianhojbif. 
that began with Gciesi jjf! 
birth of the genus, and SQflOBmr 
ever since.

This further continued in 
A.D. 36S, but the true message 
of life was never captured. Man 
by then was becoming worldly 
minded, thus all went into 
earthy construction trending 
fast to easy living. So a God 
was fastened on a cross as the 
victim, and through a self- 
styled god as a priest, man 
would merely have to bow and 
the God would do the rest.

litiicad of man learning the 
true lesson of the Ctipr“ i f  
banded to Benjamin, the G em 
ini mind of logical thinking, 
they chose the way of vicarious 
■tvutiiutiii, instead of self res
ponsibility down to the bitter 
dregs through the Solar Deity 
in-birth in Alchemicalization.

T h e  b u rn in g  u p  o f th e  lunar  
b y  th e  so lar, p ro d u c in g  th e  u n it
ed  fa c u lty  o f  R e a lity  th e  w ay  
orda ined .

But man chose that of 
priestal ritual and not mind 
creative searching, bringing an 
inflow of element or spirit.

In February 1962 (at the 
Configuration) the Embodiment 
was repeated, when man should 
have been ready to start off on 
this road, but he had become 
so worldly minded, so lax in 
desires, as well as becoming 
stoned through ordinated re
ligious ritual, that it became 
impossible for the spirit to 
penetrate but a few. And even 
many of those are limited in 
their outlook and purpose.

C onsequently like all this 
m atter of? unifying purpose— 
though now fa r m ore serious- - 
the thread of the Race Elect 
will have to  become buried
again until tlie tseeds sown by
Universal Philos•>r>hy~ctm rise
up as sturdy yioung saplings.
and b(íceme the wood new
growthi, new thought and
purpos

U k* tha t bifgt;jm a ll th ro u g h
the aijtfs, JÎ/ÏC
i t  [¿Mi N/l t ifend
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Sir Bernard Lovell

YOU have only to look at 
what authorities are stal

ing, after all their word, as far 
as man is concerned, is law, 
whether it be so or not. In the 
weekly review of the Sunday 
Times on March 15th, 1964 
there was seen the glaring head
lines of

“Sir Bernard Lovell warns 
USL Danger Signals in outer 
Space.”

A ¡though it is highly scien
tific, it is simple enough for 
the majority to  grasp some 
understanding regarding the 
seriousness of the situation. 
One of his comments states 

“N ow  it happens that ozone 
is rather easy to destroy. I f  it is 
intentionally or accidently re
moved by contamination at these 
altitudes, then the ultra-violet 
radiation would penetrate to 
earth. I f  this happened for a 
sufficiently long period, then 
human beings might suffer the 
effect of severe sunburn; and 
possible sterilisation. Further, the 
temperature distribution in the 
atmosphere could be radically 
altered, and in the state of our 
present Knowledge no one could 
predict what temporary perman
ent climate changes might 
occur.”

Surely there could not be a 
more dynamic and emphatic 
statement made by such author
ity than that. Yet something 1 
have been advocating for 
months,’ till now the affect is 
diabolical. Man who is drawing 
from those outer planes is now 
finding it practically impossible. 
Many will state that they are 
getting guides and teachers 
from these planes, hut little do 
they realise that these are 
suites oí 11) c*.i( í * sc! ves,

VERY FEW ever draw unto 
thorn Real Spirit Teachers 
from outer space. * #-$1

«■tít isl. them.v not another 
KltoAgy point to remember ; if 

:ul. ; he Vlanu or 
iusqx'itued between 

i n p t h e  lower.
«'dlj.V.dfi.fi thought of
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I hf more this is opened up 
the worse It becomes« and it 
cun be seen more and mote of 
a sliding world of magnetic 
disaster. Rut man has been 
warned for ages regarding his 
attention to these matters, and 
souls have even suffered to 
draw their attention to it.

This is I Solar Year, and 
only by the solar unify can man 
glow and become, otherwise he 
bryonies stoned by magnetism 
and disease, apart from a mind 
that will run amok and cause 
untold damage and evil,

Man's journey to the Moon 
is a fallacy from the fact that 
the Maelstrom Is a Hall of 
Mirrors and Is only mirroring 
what man has created from a 
mind standpoint.

Then If the earthplane Is 
matter, the Moon would have 
been a fluidic plane, while the 
Jupiter plane to follow Garth 
will be of Solar light.

IX'cll I how can man find a 
world up there when matter is 
on this level.

What mun believes is knock* 
ing blows nt the Moon's face 
is nothing more than man 
healing at the sound barrier 
which divides the planes. This 
is one of the great mysteries of 
Space and Spirit, planes that 
never encroach upon one 
unothcr, yet are united to the 
extent of being progressive.

Man can scale these by his 
mind and spirit agency, but he 
cannot with material substance. 
But whut he can do, is so mag
netise the inflowing Rays us to 
cause such u deterrent us to 
cut oil from earth the pure life 
force of Prana coming to mun.

has been trying to hold for 
the past six years as a lone 
wolf? T  pfan that had been 
foreseen a loug lime ago by the 
higher planes. And she and one 
other was sent to try and stem 
the worst of this tide from 
rolling in in full force.

Unfortunately through trea
chery the whs left to fight thla 
alone, and as the tusk grew 
deeper she undertook greater 
Initiations to prepare herself 
for the moment of up-rlse.

Is that here now ?
If so, has sufficient gone forth 

on the maelstrom to grow and 
awaken the people to new thought 
and life ?

Bernard Lovell also rnukes 
comment upon the Aurora Bor
ealis which I have brought to 
you quite recently, beside the 
wisdom concerning the work 
of the Auroru Australis as the 
opposing serpent. He states,

"Whether the associated mag
netic storm is a consequence of 
the disturbance, or a primary 
cause is in dispute. One possibil
ity Is, that the earth is encircled 
by an electric current of millions 
of amperes, and this forms the 
controlling feature of the earthfs 
magnetic environment, so that 
the primary cause of the Aurora 
and magnetic storm phenomenon

" The Starfish megaton bomb, 
exploited 230 miles abot'e John
ston Island in the Pacific on July 
9th, 1962 causing a tito/ent 
magnetic disturbance on earth, 
there were associated displays 
of the Aurora, The question 
inevitably arises whether a series 
of such explosions at more 
critical points in the radiation 
tones, iir in the ring-current 
system, could cause magnetic 
storms of unusual intensity. If 
so, will this ever concern the 
mental state of man ?” There
fore, |The human race faces a 
critical situation in the next few 
decades,**

Where Bernard Lovell has 
not foreseen of the truth, is 
in his next statement.

"There is at the moment 
little evidence of the moral and 
legal controls which must be 
enforced if man’s continued life 
on earth is not to be jeopardis
ed.**

Ancient Wisdom
riO R  18 years my Instrument 
a  has been fighting to estab
lish the way to go, and as a 
woman with no mind or liter
ary knowledge she followed the 
Voice, and was led and shown 
the svay to get free and she Is 
free. But the difficulty Is that 
man has got to renounce and 
raise himself up above the 
vibration of mutter t thus like 
a salmon fight his way back to 
his spawning ground.

This he docs by climbing up 
through the Word, und uniting 
with Spirit planes. Therefore, 
really und truly get to those 
planes of Muis, Venus, Jupiter 
and the Solnr. She has done it, 
so is a living epitome of what 
cun be done.

Hut we have seen also with 
her powerful souls, full of 
/.cal and purpose, until Qlfl&j

«if old slates io. assimilate the 
unify In relativity'"Kb climb the 
ladder.

To do M?r RMMMMVMMPvMPMCNPM 
complete control of the facul
ties, for they are the major 
attributes in the supply, Then 
one had to be able to live on 
the lowest level the earth, und 
in one flash scale the heights 
with the mind, and abstractly 
perceive the whole seven, und 
then retain the solar point of 
awareness us the whole while 
in the lower.

So you were uble to bring 
the abstract slate to man, and 
u point of awareness. This 
makes you solur born, and not 
liable to contamination of the 
mugnctic. But if such as these 
get you, it results in the soul 
turning “black,” and what was 
a good zealous soul for truth, 
becomes a quarrelsome grasp
ing (lend that will bite and 
scrutch to gain its own end.

This they will literally do, 
for they come into contact 
with hidden specie states that 
link with the wild dog and 
striga witch of the ancient past.

I  has vs li
fe It the 

of such 
hoist this 
1 find sex 
vest also

Again my Instrument 
nessed this, and also 
blows ansi beatings 
states us she fought to 
truth aloft« Many evci 
states of the very lev

sword in his own hand, attd what 
l  have been advos’ating by 
Occult study, of man linking up 
through Myth and Legend with 
his past slates of ancient livei to 
find his root of relativity, the 
scientist has enforced by violence, 
and now forcing man to take the 
journey or die. He has burst 
open the maelstrom causing 
powers to descend which man 
cannot take,

I hla woman has been fight
ing aide by aide with hla 
actions, und taken Initiation 
after Initiation to force the 
truth onto man of what he 
must do to counteract the raw 
power.

So as one aoul performs It, 
and prov es their point, will the 
way be laid for all to follow.

By her 16th Initiation she 
did what Elijah and Elisha did, 
thus can leave the plane and 
spiritually ascend right up to 
the 7th Sphere, the plane of 
Solar light without any jeop- ' 
ardy. So awaits her release with Ctgi 
eager trepidation.

She knows of both sides of 
life, having hovered in space 
und seen both sides ; therefore 
now knows. Bui she has lifted 
the Vail and so cun others if 
they arc prepured to tight that 
they cun live.

For yeurs we have been 
working through her und 
advocating this truth, but the 
opposition und jeulousy und 
evil uctions of those proclaim
ing spirituality has only mude 
it more plain of what a lesson 
mun has to learn. Hut how hurd 
they have mude this journey 
for one who gives to the world 
a dynamic truth at such u 
ciitic.il hour.

Astrology—Readers9 Charts
THE HELLS OF TARTAROS

b y  Jasnm» Avmrlli
m i l l s  flercesome tills, If understood In Its right light, holds 
JL the ksy to understanding the 12th house and why It Is 
called the house of one's own self undoing. The very accenting 
that It la caused by our own actions should make all those 
readers, who have twelfth house planets, commence the hard 
Journey of facing up to one'e self, the depths of their past 
roots, and seeing themselves In the light of Truth, and not the 
false picture of Illusion and egoism. Once again the point of 
Awareness can be achieved the multiplicity that seems to be 
holding down the soul's path will disappear. This Is seen by 
the symbol of Pisces the 12th house ruler. It consists of the 
waxing and waning Moons held together only by the plane of 
matter j ( and —, which in fact must now be blended together 
as the One Light, the Solar Radiance.
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i licit on Mutch 15th, 1964 us 
the Ivies entered she hud to
*Uuul anotbet oii^lmiglu. gjg
her attd Sister Whitford druVv- 
ing the Solur Rays down into 
their own being, they were able

Hence there was u great in- 
burst of Solur Ruin, which is 
now watering die liurlh, lints 
cun be a saving grace to Man
kind.

The only answer to this is, 
cun she stay, or must she go at 
the first linking with the curr
ents that may sweep her out 
of earth hold ? Ganymede 
flying up on the wings of the 
eagle into the face of the Sun.

Why docs man dispute this 
wisdom of the Ancients ? It 
has been the saving grace of 
much at the present moment, 
yet man has ruthlessly scourg
ed und beaten when all was 
being done for their own end. 
Although never until they had 
turned tail in some evil action 
of dishonour.

This is the road for the future 
whether man agrees with it or 
not, and although he may at the 
present call it anything but 
truth, it will not very far ahead, 
he will be - only too glad to 
gather what crumbs he can. Then 
it may be too late.

Now Is the time to try and 
absorb of the Solar Five, then 
the blood will not he too badly

Of the well-nigh 500 charts 
that we have the majority have 
planets here, and therefore we 
have especially selected no less 
than six charts. The first two 
to comment on are N o. 20 and 
No. 216. Here both have 
Gemini intercepting in the 12th, 
each have Pluto and Neptune 
with the alternative of Mars 
(216) und Venus (20) us the 
third Piunet.

From pcrsonul experience ol 
watching Pluto in Gemini in 
uction in the 12th it discloses 
iwu^dialM'vt sides o i  chtyjgciac. 
that rumiily enough teem to 
work together.

O T r m f f T B T T m i r r W T m P w  
1 hay ¡in \it luhéy g i?t 

dvitvvN to thé utuisuai kind of 
s o c ie t y  u h u  ur%i j o i x t a i  H w v u ig  
from one train of thought to 
another. This builds up con
fusion confounded, and, in the 
end, with all the wisdom taken 
and knowledge learned, they arc 
still as much in the dark about 
hoto to act and H E as they were 
when they> started and now they 
have so much more to clear up.
7Vie trouble is they feel they 
inwardly have the whole answer 
to the mysteries and probably 
they are right.

Hut they are still being 
controlled by the depths ol 
experience in all its multiplicity 
of ends und threads ; such 
would do anything to plot and 
scheme to get their own way 
and in fncl are strongly held by 
the magic of the logical mind 
with all its genius of being 
able to sec the million facets. 
But for over to multiply in u 
slate of i-wunt Is a very strong 
trend and they will become 
utterly absorbed to achieve it.

With Neptune, the heights ol 
illumination or the depths of 
the web of illusion and phun* 
tasy. addimi to their difficulties.

it the disturbance of this ring- rise; and quite racently, the scourged with m<AftttotMm i)t an this karmic Inheritance brings
current by particles arriving one 1 am now using 1wltne*ised inferior nature. A* the !Solnr in its train much sorrow, 20
from the sun» tt soul all ready to hring ft>i ih stream sweeps a«*om the 1k'arth has Venus there tending to

But we would say—by the of their solar child by spiritInal within the next hour works, will shevv that in reality the temp-
very particles of earth that are marriage, kill every' by limit |yi» |bl<l to ftMU&cItiltt him- ta tic»n of desire and pleasure is
disturbing the pure Inflow of listening to psychic m< s of self or not. very strongly in the mind
(he mm,

I his In Itself Is alarming 
enough, hut when he makes 
the nest statement, which this 
Mfhobl knows to be dynamic
ally true, It leaves the true 
thinking soul completely stunn
ed regarding the foolishness of 
people etui also their blindness.

a low order, and tak 
a marriage of a 
calibre.

Anything can rise . 
prepares to meet tv I 
come, to weather the  
to make themseh><!.' ' i 
what the scientist fir 
motion, Por hr has

will be able to stop such occurr
ing again. In this way they will 
achiet'e mastery.

Both have come back to try 
to raise up the Magnetic powers 
they have accumulated over 
many lives, multiple personali
ties. Their potential wealth Is 
very great If only they would 
not be so selfish.

20 has become void of the 
SPIRIT FIRE inflow because 
the worship of know edge hus 
stoned the heart (.Saturn in Leo 
in the  3rd). The only way for 
this soul to change is to. to ice 
the spirit-quickening into . the 
magnetic Lnuu waters 1

Vnsptne^pVrlt V niue 
nw T  ptlTnrs oT MlhdTPrwfc 

o f D e s tin y  in  G e m in i in  \2th). 
und thereby ' Hint th e  h id d en  or 
Occult P oin t ol ,-\wuidles* to 
bring forth the brilliant Radi
ance o f the Solar Light, the 
Eye of Horus, (Jupiter itt 6th in 
Sagittarius).

216 could give forth of greut 
strength if only the lower mind 
did not become so rebellious 
and egoistical (Mam In Gemini). 
The trouble here is that the 
will is directed to personui 
freedom of enjoying the flesh 
of experience in the personality.

The only way that expansion 
into the winged mind can be 
gained, whereby you commettce 
to radiate the i-give, is to sacri
fice the taste of earth mind 
enjoyment, and try to equate 
that seen as a desire into a 
spiritual purpose of application,
This will be achieved through 
sensitising the body by diet and 
frugality.

One especial point to watch 
is talkativeness as though you 
know all -you don't und should 
turn to listen instead.

This is the Hell of Turturos ; 
the taking of more and more 
of the earth knowledge and 
weaving more und more roots 
in the Tree of Knowledge, until 
eventually the Child of Spirit 
I ife gets turned away, and such 
a soul only ever hears the Echo 
of his own voice chanting the 
tongue ol Babel,on or■ Iao. IT IS UP TO MAN «mis!UR a state of "prisoner- Cy instend of infusing lifeif (OW

ENTIRELY. til,Ml)
for us fast as 

iht is brud and
one such 
mastered others tme stones them by 

of earth stones ofW j* til 
has to

IT IS A CRITICAL anoit weight
TIME t Re

>*T V- \)p%
rft mutt n th  . •A lodge gi 

told m-
sthered, For nosi of 
r has the Sobo five

FAR MORE CRITICAL t tMrv hollastl\ (Mit* frf#M » T,mlA in instruction of howMM# to T il AN YOU REALISE. ffr#V itPlilI /Vi’i ’.L * ’ * ' * f'Jtî,mit
the ontimied Next M onth
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An Esoteric Approach to 
the Subject of Living

by  Rev. Francia Angolti, Ph.U.

r-M -n H E  tragedy of human existence is that so many 
start off on the wrong line. Juvenile delinquency 

M and marriage failure, to mention but two aspects 
of modem social conditions, spring alike from the same 
root trouble. The whole system of education is not based 
on the concept of human well being. State interference 
in the lives of the individual, and organised religion, 
designed to canalise the spiritual propensities of the 
human being alike serve to create an atmosphere alien 
to true human development. The restrictions imposed on 
the individual, both by church and state, tend to stimu
late the desire for success rather than good living. The 
rather pathetic vote-catching shibboleth, which holds up 
to a supposedly intelligent electorate a state wherein the 
primary aim is a “good time,” is as shallow in intent as 
it is debilitating in dissemination. The fact that in the 
space of a quarter of a century, war on a world scale has 
raged for two long periods, is sufficient evidence that 
man has been deliberately misled by being encouraged 
to seek a good time, rather than aspire to the good life. 
A  wide experience with peoples of many nations has 

taught me how much we have to learn from those we set 
out to teach. The biased historian, and who is not, will 
eulogize on the fact that we came, we saw, and we 
conquered. There are others like myself, who in the process 
of coming, through seeing, discerned reality, and having 
arrived as a master remained prepared to learn.

The Classical Ideals

THE Greeks have mueh to 
teach us about the good 

life. Through drama. the 
Greeks have made us aware of 
the eternal conflict between 
good and evil. In so doing, 
they have shown that the 
enjoyment of the good life is 
both privilege and responsibil
ity. On the one hand it is an 
experience in which to share, 
and on the other a heritage 
which posterity demands we 
preserve. It follows that the 
most sure manner of preser
vation is to understand its 
nature and p u rp o s e .

The Greeks however were 
not the originators, but in 
truth the custodians of some
thing even older than them
selves. Life both as an essential 
essence and factual experience 
carries us back to the core of 
being. That which is, is of

necessity essentially good. The 
validity of goodness is to be 
found in its perpetuation.

On the other hand, evil far 
from being a self-existent quality, 
is but the degeneration of that 
which by nature is good. Evil 
thus being infected good, con
tinues to be responsive to the 
process of reclamation or re
generation. Thus the theme of 
redemption is never absent from 
the course of life.

The co-existence of good and 
evil makes li'icvitabl'e the fluctuat
ing sequence of Paradise Lost 
and at length regained. Man 
th rough  ignorance condem ns  
h im self to darkness, hut fina lly
emerges once more into the light.

The theme of redemption 
runs through the great Wagner
ian dramatic operas, and 
Mozart in The Magic Flute 
carries the listener through all 
the dissembling trivialities of

gone was bare and sombre. Yet 
In thoee dismal times one wns 
able to plan and to plant, and 
In the act of planting one was 
able to look ahead and with a 
reasonable degree of certainty 
visualise the harvest. It ha* not 
turned out quite as one would 
have hoped.

The bed planted with Clarkia, 
and so designed to form a 
pattern, became infected in 
some way. The realisation of 
the pattern was not achieved, 
but the blossom of the Clarkia 
has enriched the scene. The 
seed is there, it will go on, and 
what is more, in time the 
pattern will be complete. The 
good is present, and will 
ultimately triumph.

Life is mysterious, and 
those of us privileged to 
share in pastoral ministrat
ion discover the wonder of 
its manifold manifestations. 
Life contains nothing that 
cannot be explored, the only 
qualification demanded is 
T H E  READ IN ESS T O  
B E L IE V E .

TH E PILG R IM 'S P R O G R E SS
Such as he, the picture of worldly learning, state position and 

religous power, has been the hallmark and purpose of generation 
after generation as the Author of this article so clearly sets out. 
Is it too much to hope that one day target of wealth and luxury 
of earth m ight be changed to something greater ?

human existence until ut length, 
refusing to he sidetracked, and 
with every test successfully 
passed, we enter fully into the 
mysteries of the eternal and 
transcending life. Mozart, the 
immortal maker of melody, 
could only have composed this 
particular opera at what proved 
to be his life’s close. For as 
David Franklin, has so pro
foundly and pertently observ
ed. when Mozart was writing 
this work, he was himself 
preparing foi life with the gods.

The things of earth are hut 
the reflections of that 
life they arc designed to 
illustrate. The universe is but 
the printed and embellished 
catalogue of that greater world 
which for the time Is hidden 
from the eye. As we take the 
word of some business house 
as to the accuracies of their 
advertisement, so in faith we

must take what is seen us 
irrefutable evidence, for the 
things unseen as yet.

The articles offered in the 
catalogue are in no way affected 
by our attitude towards their 
existence. The one way in which 
their reality can be proved to 
our satisfaction, is to avail 
ourselves of the offer made. 
The sceptic, who is content to 
sit in judgement on the exper
ience of others, is in no position 
to deny the validity of what 
others have found to be true. 

The'“ person to be pitied is the 
one .1 ho foes not want to believe.

The Purpose of Life

IMF the world us we know it, 
is but a reflection of that 

greater world, then we are but 
the images of our destined 
selves. As 1 write I look out 
onto the garden, ablaze with 
colour, which but a few months

In the early morning 
when I go into the garden, 
all the world is still, peace 
like a cloak doth enfold, 
then softly, comes the wak
ing note of a bird, and 1 
know that all is real.

IN IT IA T IO N  DEPENDS 
N O T  ON W H A T  W E 
H A V E  A C Q U IR E D , B U T  
ON W H A T  W E DESIRE 
T O  BE.

The warning — “ T rtspasstrs 
will be prosecuted" is addressed 
not to the devout, but to the 
wanton. Many people behave 
in a cinema as they would in u 
cathedral, but alas there are 
those who act in the cathedral 
as if in the cinema. The couple 
ni the back.ruw uf the ancnui 
obsessed with tnemserves may 
fail to grasp the meaning of the 
film shown upon the screen, but 
there arc those attending the 
worship in the cathedrnl, whb 
fail to hear the voice of God, 
through so loudly praising 
themselves.

Realisation is not restricted 
to any one place or time.

C oncluded  on Page 13

Personality
C oncld . from  Back Page

fice, they immediately stoned 
the one that could help them, 
and re-called forth one who 
had not proved himself reliable: 
thus would only prove himself 
a detriment in time. But more 
disastrous still, cast out of the 
spirit, therefore shutting out all 
hopes of guidance and retribu
tion.

Rehoboam fled into the 
house of Benjamin, the mind, II 
and assembled many fighting 
warriors to help him bring the 
kingdom back to the house of 
David, that of the spirit: (he 
sat down to start by studying). 
When all of this can be seen 
as states of activity, a clearer 
vision will be gained of soul 
growth and spiritual rebirth.

For through this section of. 
R ehoboem , the seeker of u n fo ld -  
ment, the W ord  of G od came 
unto him  f and Shem aiah , a 
man well versed w ith  G od, 
advises them  to return every 
man unto  his house, fo r what 1 
speak is fro m  "M P ." and not 
from the soul of man. T  hus 
they recognised that of the 
Spirit, and were led by the 
greater hand.

t his should definitely reveal 
unto the student that all these 
states are the personalities of

AL L  kinds from the past appear with all types of mind states and 
habits, many completely Incomparable and adverse to another. 

So a ‘war’ commences In the bloodstream or (the seat of the mind- 
tape-record of aeons) as one seeks to find rulership and the soul 
changes its moods and wonders why he feels like a victim In this 
life. It Is only through seeking Into the Mystery of the legends 
and" myths the spiritual food loft by past sages that we will find 
the clues to surmount the psychological Ills that are arising.

the soul as they rise and 
become buried in, or become 
rebellious and run wild for a 
period of lime, Sometimes they 
take turns, or even states of 
war where tlioy seek to out-vie 
one another. It is all according 
to the state of the mind of the 
soul ; so wli' re one is seeking 
diligently, set king to apply the 
wisdom, the ■<* states arc kept 
under control and the soul does 
not get out of hand,

Man is full of personalities, 
pennies and lares,***3 that arr 
all waiting to come forth, to 
be crushed out, and then burled 
In. When the soul walks a 
straight path towards a one
ness he vs 111 everlastingly keep 
these down and keep harina It It* 
a one-pointed state t not con
tinually building up in the 
throes of multiplicity.

Yet it Is no good (tv*reify 
seeking in a supo racial n y f

that only adds unto the burden. 
All must be with real zest and 
purpose ; then the mind is so 
tirmly set that the whole of the 
soul is led by a strong and 
competent leader.

I t  is through the soul hating 
no set purpose, and all these 
slates coming up and down as 
they so will, that the soul gets 
out of hand and the personalities 
get into a state of war. A ll of a 
sudden you get one silting up in
rebellion, and oxter you go, onto
the “black" side (the destructive
evil side).

The states creíuted in the past.
whicl!i now apipear as Kama
and 1katuurupa, arc the destiny
of thc soul, and (ha it which the
soul hus now, as the fabric,
created through time. Once wis-
dom reveals of the woof and
the weave theni the soul has
some put pose wherdby to with-
draw those thicuds which it
perccives discolc>Ul‘s the beauty
H4 tfs >,*• 3 Those tormi wore names
given by tha mullBflt Romans to
thoir household gtods which wore
worshipgtd uidlii/idiiiiilly within

*house or 1nmftv At tlit> 1 r
ítmjiíjl «litar. Tin unciIunta hflfors
th* so of t™ «¿I churcho*

fully poiioipjud ri»Incarnation
(ho griulgiIt iiulld-up ol

'k- mi nils OS IIIid alMxruw
Mi brought *t*i<M n v limd I»«»:inn«

iWtafTtli . i that' particular
t** i  ÜÑT. i Mui blacd
V ,w) COrat^ Wi * i? ovecy
l/Mfl lo IjíC’ 'ey| fiihrt of

ft) MMllltV
•it !|

of the creation, and re-insert 
that which rc-embellishes the 
soul.

Hut this cannot be done by 
the one who has not come to 
some form of definite purpose. 
They still just go on living.

So you cun see what it docs 
for you when you come here, 
time after time, sitting in the 
peace of the Temple, listening 
to the music, trying to follow 
the wisdom. It is leading you 
along a one-pointed path, and it 
helps to draw you back from 
the multiplicity of the day.

This is where knowledge, par
ticularly of the past, can help 
the soul to gel sonic idea of the 
purpose of life, ami of the many 
mistakes created by man through 
his journey of time. Rut further 
still, man was not left without 
a witness, and the science of 
A stronom y with its sister Astro- 
logy, portrays tm to matt the 
measure of time he has created, 
and the volum e o f wealth mid 
light he has assumed o f the 
heavens.

Hut this Is not only for his 
own benefit, but the recording 
of the Greater Ones, that they 
cun, »t the stilted time, cull 
upon him to render up to God 
ijhat which is of God, Then if 
he falls to do so, thut is the 
jlnse «hut man begins to find 
Ihnt ill tire *s fur mure In file 
than he Utilise,s,

f e w ■*—It A ft
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I iiiisiil Therapy
b y  T h e o d o r s  V a l th fu l l

What it is and w hat it can do ?

THOSE who have studied the history of medicine are 
well aware of the inevitable delay between dis
covery and the acceptance of a truth and its prac

tical application. This certainly applies to the work of 
G. | Wilhelm Reich and Jules Samuels.

Lakhovsky's work was concerned with cosmic energy 
and human, animal and plant radiation. Reich’s work 
was also concerned with cosmic and human radiations but 
perhaps the future will chiefly associate him with the dis
covery of localised memory in musculature, voluntary and 
involuntary, and the radiations of energy responsible for 
orgasms. He died in prison in the U.S.A., incarcerated 
for refusing to close his Institution where research into 
cosmic energy was being actively pursued.

Jules Sam uels'work has been sive term “ Causul therapy ", 
concerned with the dominant 
control of the human organism 
held by the pituitary gland. Its 
effect when in an unbalanced 
state in the formation of cancers 
and with a contrary imbalance 
with asthma and many other 
psycho • somatic conditions.
Further a discovery of practical 
importance the use of harmless 
radio-waves in the treatment of 
those conditions or for the 
prevention of their incidence.
The use of short-wave radio 
waves to normalise pituitary 
functioning and its associated 
endocrine glands before the 
strain of imbalance has resulted 
in an inevitable breakdown.

Samuels' Research 
B R I E F L Y  stated, Samuels’ 

work has been based on 
the discovery that the pit
uitary gland forms two hor
mones, one of which acceler
ates the activities of all the 
other cells that make up our 
bodies, and one that in
hibits their nptiy^y.̂ _L..'jJio j Ciernueiy,

trop ic  u n J  th e  o th e r  the  
4 *onndop trop lc , b ecau se  th e  
thyrold*gTan?f s e c r e t io n  co
operates with the lirsl and 
the internal secretions of the 
gonads with the second.

For this centralised treatment 
Samuels has coined the expres-

In another 25 years time these 
three names, Lakhovsky, Reich 
and Samuels, may welt be as 
highly honoured as Pasteur, 
Lister and Koch.

He further discovered or de
veloped the idea that the 
activity of the red blood cor
puscles in taking up and dis
charging the oxygen could be 
taken as a gauge for the 
activities of other cells and the 
balance of imbalance of the 
pituitary gland itself. The 
instrument by which this 
activity is observed is called a 
spectro-gauge.

Perhaps because of its world
wide incidence, Samuels' name 
has been chiefly associated with 
the treatment of cases of cancer. 
I cannot make any contribution 
to a discussion of what cases 
before or after operation can 
best benefit from short-wave 
pituitary radiation, but I will 
quote a recent statement by 
Professor Schlicpshake, who has 
for ten years used Samuels' 
treatment for cancer cases in

Editor*8 Com m ent:
It»  this article medical science shows it entirely fails to link the Spirit to give the True 

cause, but only finds the physical body resultant cause. Here specialists and devoted seekers 
such as Samuel and Lakhovksy have all the mental skill, learning and innate genius to find 

out the Truth, but these only give the seed of physical results. They find that the pituitary 
is the root cause of much human disease and mind disturbance; that radiation such as the
use of quick, vibrant, cosmic and radio waves help to correct abnormal pituitary functioning. 
This reveals that there is an apparent deficiency and inability of the soul to perform a similar 
task of correction for itself. Such preat men utterly fail to ask themselves why this soul cannot 
do this work, for a superb organisation as is the physical body must have all the equipment 
necessary for the soul to be its own healer.

Here is why a simple soul unhindered by intellectual learning, but with the same equipment 
of mind acumen such as these geniuses has, seeks of the Spirit to find the cause of why such 
a soul builds that body result which reflects this imbalanced state. From her own pomegranate 
or 7th Chakra, she brings forth Truth, that the pituitary houses all the seminal seed and that 
by the use of seed to build a Spiritual mind, a radiation of the same vibration and intensity 
of action as the short wave radio and cosmic energies can be generated, and that in this 
way a soul would adjust its own deficiencies and be his own Healer. The last question to ask is :

'I t  it wrong and possibly dangerous to accept the treatment of radio waver, or the like, as 
a substitution ? ’

The answer to this is emphatically YES. The bodily effect of pituitary disturbance is the 
cause of etheric vesture of what the soul is not building through the mind and using the 
material forces in correct generation. As this radio wave treatment is given to the body, it 
still does not correct the seed of the cause of the imbalance, for only the corrector of such 
cause, the soul, can do that, and the soul instead of being forced to meet and accept its 
own ways of action which are causing this deficiency in the physical, is still allowing itself 
to continue in its old way of desire and false actions which give rise to the very deficiency 
itself. When the soul dies it finds itself in a far worse state than ever before, not only because 
it has failed to learn the lessons it has incarnated to learn, but it has been deprived of the 
opportunity of struggling to correct its etheric mind growth. Thus, it is not in a position to 
build any other body than one which will automatically have a pituitary deficiency from the 
very commencement of womb building. Therefore, the physically product is going to be as 
a dwarf or mentally unable to think or without a limb. It is this very reason, the taking 
of substitutes and the refusal to recognise and struggle with the difficulties the soul is correcting, 
that is causing the birth of all the deformities. These children who are ancient souls refuse 
to labour and give to the Spirit their wealth. They must be made to meet their incarnation 
of initiation with strength and determination and certainly not destroy them and thus deprive 
them of the opportunity to learn their lesson.

It Is thus going to be the future duty of wise and courageous souls who will be willing 
to accept a life of service and mother such a one through its re-birth trials.

causal and especially p i the pro
longed therapy ", he wrote, " are 
now o f such a nature that, what
ever other coiisiilrruutt*** nnm 
exist, every doctor who omits to \  
advise in good time a patient 
who Is suffering from < arclnoma 
or sarcoma in the third state or 
from Hodgkin's disease, or still

worse, dissuades a sufferer front 
undergoing causal therapy— the 
only possible way in which his 
life can be saved, is guilty o f an 
extremely serious error, and 
moreover, he betrays the trust 
and confidence placed in him by 
the patient."

It may well be that the use 
of radio waves to normalise a 
pituitary before any cancer has 
been formed may come to be 
of even more importance thun 
S n  srsntmsai i t  u tti— se

It is, however, with cases 
whose pituitary imbalance is

concerned myself f<L_ 
ten years. My experience 
made it clcaiH  
imbalance has been effected 
pre-birth or in childhood it can

ESOTERIC LIFE
Concluded from Page 12
neither is such dependent upon 
rite, ceremonial or priest. En
lightenment is not the preserve 
of any particular religion, or to 
be discovered through accept
ance of any creed or dogma.

Revelation I find in the vase 
of sweet peas on my table as 
1 write, it comes to me through 
the line of poetry as 1 read, and 
sweeps into my consciousness 
as I listen to some great 
composers theme. It is present 
in the friendly bark of the dog,
I sense it in the purr of the cat, 
clearly it sounds in the song of 
the bird, and no less real it 
steals upon the evening breeze.

Elisha prayed that the eyes 
of his young friend might be 
opened. The Lord granted the 
request, and he saw.

"and, behold, the m ountain  
was full of horses and chariots of 
fire round about Elisha."

2 Kings fi.17.

Of all the hosts at Mons, 
there were those who saw the 
angels, but who shall say they 
suw them not. I saw my mother 
after her passing, and who shall 
dare gainsay my vision. The 
young man born blind, healed 
by Jesus, had but one answer 
for his detractors.

"O n e  th ing  I  know , that, 
whereas I  was blind, now  I  
se t."  St. John 9.25.

The esoteric approach is the 
path to the good life, because 
Ignoring the shadow, one is 
able to appreciate the substance, 
and in this realisation become 
fully conscious of the real.

I  took a day to search for G od,
A n d  found  H im  not, b u t as I

trod
B y  rocky ledge, through woods 

'i untamed,
Just where one scarlctl

I  saw H is footprints in thtj 
Bliss Carman. Vcs

MAN’S TASK
C o n c l u d e d  f r o m  P a g e  5 

point of awareness of what it 
should be in this life to become 
one greater than what was 
there.

N o w  give that some th o u g h t; 
because, unless you do, you will 
not be able to gain anything  
fro m  it. I t  is only by the sudden  
burst o f awareness, as you seek 
more deeply into——

" W H Y  D I P  T H A T  H A P P 
E N  ?"

W A S  T H A T
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' i l l  b ift/i

be rectified. Within a few 
weeks of the start of radiation, 
the anchored individual com
mences to grow up and can 
leave behind the conflict which 
has been expressed physically as 
in asthma or gastric ulcers or 
emotionally as in schitzo- 
phrenia or some anti-social 
activity.

This fact gives to causal 
treatment an immensely wider 
application than the treatment

jzCydtuiL m  ’\h r  H i  Jjsldjaf 
p sycho-son^1 tc m edici. those 
non-m icrobie disabilities which  
i nhj bii_khii

F89 i mm aw
_ J  M o r e o v e r  

treatment can He applied 
¡hay irum  )  iu /u. With 

adequate modical supervision in 
a hospital, it may well be 
applicable at an earlier age than 
5 years.

The Re-education
'THOUGH Causal treatment 
A can balance a pituitary 

gland, it is well to remember 
that righting the glandular con
trol centrally docs not eliminate 
established reactions. There 
must be a period of purgatory 
between escaping from the hell 
of imbalance and reaching the 
heaven of balanced functioning. 
Asthma may he no longer 
necessary, but its habitual recur
rence must be countered. Here 
physiotherapy can make a big 
contribution.

I 'or example, take a woman 
mentally and physically mature 
and a mother of children. 
Though radiations can bring

--------------------------------------in
her pituitary gland into full 
balanced functioning, it does 
not remove from her the de
pression and anxiety associated 
with an emotional anchoring 
orally and analy in the first few 
years of her life.

In such a case a physio
therapist who has studied Reich 
can contribute much in a com
paratively short time, The help 
from a physiotherapist can be 
given concurrently with the 
ehorl-wave radiations, but in 
some cases can bn equwUy cWev • 
live if

■ n g n

C o sm ic  energy no longer re» 
qu ired  to  sustain som e  abnor-l 
mal reaction in the respiratory 
or digestive organs, static in 
operation scars or in muscles 
with memories of pain from 
accidents or child-birth when 
released becomes im m ediately  
available for other activities. In 
both men and women it may 
then enhance the response to 
the marital partner giving a 
spiritual delight to tho associa
tion, far beyond what bad been 
previously experienced.

The lute Lord Dawson of 
Penn, once expressed the 
opinion Ilia! with adequate psy
chological help we could halve 
the population of asylums, hos
pitals and prisons. In causal 
therapy we have a means of 
making psychological re-educa
tion effective in a very much 
shorter lime than was possible 
without it.
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S is te r  W h it fo rties  C o lu m n
by Haiti* H hitford, S.R.N., J Member of the Royal College of Nursing

DRUGS DEVASTATE HEALTH
Readers are requested to send their personal health problems 

to the Principal of the School of Universal Philosophy and 
Healing at 6 PhilNmore Place, Kensington, W .8., and some of 
these will be selected to be published. Wherever possible the 
exact time, place and day of birth should be included as the 
Astrological Log invariably helps to show the deeper causes of 
health conditions. Where it is especially requested that no details 
are published then naturally it will be treated confidentially. 
Editor.

H E R E S P O N S E  TO OUR F I R S T  
establishment of the healing section, has 
been so enormous that I cum afraid we can 

only answer so many at once ; if by any chance 
your request is delayed, do not despair, but know 
that we will endeavour to bring it along in time. 
Of course, there is always the healing session on 
Thursday evening from 6 to 8 ; or a special 
appointment where such as that is impossible. 

This month I would like to bring some comment 
upon an article that touches upon a very prominent subject, and upon which 
there could be much debate. “In Drug» the Proper Study o f  Mankind is 
Man”, says Professor A. G. MacGregor of Aberdeen University* who makes 
a bold attack regarding drugs and many of the practices used in the medical 
world toay. At last we have a medical mam who has the courage to come 
forward and state what this School and many others have been saying for 
years.

In my opinion I believe that the public themselves are very much respon
sible for many of the tests used by Doctors today, for most people require 
a |cure me quick” drug or test to move a complaint dice to years of self 
poisoning by diet, drugs and disharmony. And it is amazing how much 
of this comes about through the worries being imposed upon the public 
by the normal, stress of living, apart from the poisoning of glands through 
the missile warfare corrupting the elements.

enquiry into these matters, and 
the facts then brought before 
the general public.

After 30 years in the nursing 
profession. I still feel a certain 
amount of nausea when I 
remember some of the tests on

THE GOLDEN RAINS *
fJAe. 3 .i%eA f r o ie to ld  b y  th e  U n d e n t J ixapfielA  |

F ROM the article on Page 10 we are all now aware that the 
Solar Fire has descended, that foretold by the Prophets 

as being the Fires which mankind must face. This was the 
promise made to all that there would not be another Flood 
to destroy but that there would come a Cleansing, the Deluge 
by Fire. The Fire is the Solar Light, The Christ Awareness, 
that is now in matter penetrating the Earth’s surface as a Rain. 
Therefore it will affect all mankind and each man will be 
watered as a patch of ground. As all Gardeners know what 
springs forth from the ground is that which is there. So what 
ever has been sowed by man into his own being so it will now 
commence to come to the surface. It is that that Ra-Men-Ra 
has been warning mankind about, facing the perils of his own 
past—The Cup. And the only Wisdom in the World at this 
time which is teaching practical commonsense directions of 
how to meet these of the past is the Teachings and Wisdom of 
Universal Philosophy,

Ra-Men-Ra, God-Man-God.

Public Disaster— Drugs

BUT first of all, let us take 
the sleeping pill so promi

nent today, for more are 
consumed than ever before, 
and mainly to counteract the 
effects of pep pills and the type 
of life led by the young in 
their search for exhilaration; 
which should be gained by 
mind enquiry and develop- 
m ent.

Therefore we V\a\e sleepy 
people by day tak \ns as pill 
to 'wake up, and excited 
people taking drugs at night 
to sleep, mainly because 
they have their thinking and 
their clocks mixed up.
The question is :
What has happened to the 

Race that they are taking on 
such a chaotic way of life ?

It was because of so many 
coming to Mrs. Spearman- 
Cook in dire distress of life 
and of how to deal with its 
many problems, that she first 
started an increasing group. 
Then under her care of herbs 
and wisdom many have found 
the true way of living ; yet on 
the other hand there are those 
who, as soon as they found 
peace with her and began to 
strip off their old states, 
suddenly turned tail and ran 
away from what they claimed 
they were seeking for.

N o ! from what little I have 
seen of life, and perhaps that is 
far more than the majority— 
having been through several 
hospitals to do with my pro
fession, including midwifery 
which has taken me into many 
odd places—there is coming 
back a race of people that are 
not seeking for the real pur
pose of life, but just living 
minus of what it costs others. 
So it makes one wonder what 
is really happening.

In the very comprehensive 
article of Professor Mac
Gregor he has quite a lot to say 
regarding tests made on rats 
and other specie, apart from 
the drugs given to pregnant 
women by drug happy Doctors. 
Y e s! indeed we do need an

•  Reported In the Times of 
February 28th, 1964. (Editor).

patients, and the abuse of 
drugs also mentioned in his 
article. Although I remember 
when drugs, tranquillisers and 
sulphodamides were unknown, 
then good nursing went more 
than half-way to cure the pat
ient.

W ith regard to blood press
ure, there is still no drug that 
is effective, but the simple 
application of herbs and the 
study of diet will relieve the 
patient in no time, and enough 
for him to want to go on living.

Absorption of a drug into the 
body, whether given by mouth 
or by injection, depends not only 
on its physical and chemical 
characteristics, but also on the 
presence of certain enzymes which 
act on different drugs in various 
ways. Equally important is the 
effect produced by the metabolite 
into which the drug is broken 
down, whereby toxcemia often 
results and counteracts the bene
ficial effect produced by the 
drug given.

Drugs given to kill cancer 
cells are also known to kill 
normal cells, hence of no value. 
So far there is no 100% 
positive medical treatment of 
cancer. Yet research goes on 
which means more tests on 
helpless animals, and more 
mistakes on patients.

How long will it be 
before we all accept 
that the cure of disease 
is the proper study of 
man by seeking into 
the cause of disease 
through unbiased, 
study of diet, and the 
probing into ancient 
wisdom which holds 
the pathological and 
psychological keys to 
man’s root and basic 
of being.

This will have to come some 
time or another, and then per
haps it will come without the 
wholesale destruction of the 
pioneers who seek into these

truths, and are really the sav
iours of this world. More 
damage is done this way to 
these who have found courage 
to enquire, than through the 
enquiry and difficulties they 
encounter.

We have only to look into 
Mrs. Spearman-Cook's last 
Initiation that she could be fit 
to serve of the verv highest to 
see the depth of this.

Hysterectomy

M ISS X of a town in South
ern England writes rather 

an amazing letter, and perhaps 
one of those instances where 
we see the more sorrowful side 
of life. I am very sorry to hear 
of your frightening experience 
in your girlhood, which obviou
sly accounts for your state of 
mind today. But there is no 
doubt about it that you are 
virgo intacta, and the suggest
ions put to you by those 
around you are quite wrong.

I suggest you get a closer 
look at your problem by a 
practical study and application 
of the ancient wisdom. It is 
amazing how much can be 
cured by seeking into wisdom 
that often balances something a 
little distorted through the 
past years having never com
pleted their task.

Your uterine condition could 
play an immense part in your 
complex, but as you know 
this can be cured by herbs. 
Hysterectomy is always a 
great shock to the system, and 
it takes many years for one 
undergoing such an operation 
to get over it.

My advice to you would be to 
take some herb pills which are a 
condensed concoction of nerve 
herbs, and can work quite 
quickly. We can send you some, 
then 1 would suggest you get 
down to opening up your mind 
to try and find the joy of spirit 
That is something that no one 
can lake away from you, .ini fa c t , 
we often find it through trouble 
and sorrow.
Emphysema and Nerves

M r . S. G. Q. of Bristol wh« 
has been in hospital wifi,’, 

the above complaint seeks f ’.'' 
some help to bring about .

complete relief from the above 
after affects. After 30 years in 
the nursing profession I am 
against drugs and injections, so 
I am afraid I cannot see how 
this will get to the root of the 
cause of your illness.

When man can get to 
believe that the real answer, 
as well as the first step 
towards his curing his body 
ailments lies,

first
in diet to correct the bal

ance of the chyle assimilat
ion.

and secondly
mind awareness through 

study, that the etheric body 
can also get of balance 
through “man know thyself.”

Illness does not begin with 
the present life, but is 
usually the grand finale of 
many incarnations. So really 
we have to get down to it 
with a brave gusto.
The fact that you are still in 

difficulties goes to prove that 
your trouble is of long stand| 
ing„ .. k ega rd i pg 
gland and the |  
are in the region of the throatl 
and die, chest, and are two of 
the most important glands of 
the body ; although the medic
al profession may not agree 
with me. Especially where the 
soul has made some form of 
spiritual development, this is 
why the ancient Hebrew priest 
wore the ephod.

With regard to your wife’s 
bladder trouble and giddiness ; 
this is due to the fact that she 
needs to raise her mind from 
the psychic plane to the 
spiritual plane, for being born 
in Scorpio she has great 
powers, especially where 
healing is concerned.

This is often the trouble with 
people, more so females, 
their lack of expression ; and 
to understand this a little 
more clearly I would advise 
you to look deeply into the 
article published in the January 
Gazette called the Open Letter. 
There are some points in there 
that should help her getting 
herself expressed.

The herbs I would suggest for 
her would be NETTLES, A G 
RIM ONY and VERVAIN, 
which we can supply. A t the 
same time I would suggest you 
haste some nerve pills for your
self.

Muscular Dystrophy
R r , B. B. of Alberta, Can- | 
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is not too versed in these matt
ers. You are a soul who has 
gained a certain amount of 
growth, and have come back 
in this life to get the generative 
powers working in the direct
ion of mind rebirth, for your 
complaint is linked all around 
this difficulty.

This has much to do with the 
thymus gland, which, in not 
functioning, is now causing a 
disconnected state. As far as the 
medical profession are concerned 
they would not agree with this, 
but I have quite recently dealt 
with this problem, and found 
that M ARIGOLD herbs and 
CEN TUARY were extremely 
helpful here.

The matter of opening up 
your mind onto a wider field 
of understanding is a very 
important thing where you are 
concerned. Since you are seek
ing advice, I must give you the 
real fundamental that will 
help you considerably.

All matters of an emotional 
I nature should be carefully 

hitíímmJLiUUílhL wtrtohod) to r in  a sough  
rhyinus^théjí o f your  chart you have many 

water signs, and these are 
bound to bring emotional 
stress. ’'»'''AMMMMmaMNmMMam 

This may appear a little 
extreme to you, but since we 
are trying to pull man out of 
the rut, we are bound to 
advise him of things that he 
has never heard of before. Also, 
is it possible for you to move 
into a more active environ
ment, as often a change is 
known to perform wonders ?

As well as the herbs I would 
also suggest for you some 
NERVE PILLS which are 
\ entirely herbal. Also enclosed 
lyou will find a diet sheet, this 
\could help you very much, for 
you have a lot to contend with 
in the fact of have gained so 
much ground in the past.

Sinus Trouble
RS. 1. T. of Newcastle- 

on-Tyne. I thank you for 
your kindly wishes, and would 
suggest in reply to your letter 
that an astro-diagnosis would 
be most helpful to you, but 
unfortunately your birth time 
is needed.

I would give the same 
advice to you as I did to the 
other Scorpio reader, that a 
study of the ancient wisdom, 
which will open up your mind 
onto a greater field of thought, 
will show you where your 
trouble lies.

Most bom  in Scorpio have 
come back to be an instrument 
for the higher Powers, especi-H 
i l ly  where tlH

M 1
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O 'VR leading Utter this month from Mr. fo tttr brings our 
SojwS to m H  I plague, smammi contoured foods» but the 

hypocrisy, falsity <md cruelty 1thick ties behind tkh mass conduit 
as husmm brings is so groat and caring suck seams so namarri to 
modern S B g that to suggest that eating animal food ts helping to 
destroy the Spent end Mind is scorned, end it is thought the 
sounds me of a mad fool. Yet the very first step on the path of 
on miriat e to begin the Road of Evolution bach to the Spirit is 
to discard of the meimal food end seek to raise the sensitivity. 
VTe eoe glad to print such a letter because it is a terribU blight 
on human progress.

Soee for happier topics ! Our postbag is still just as greet as 
ever| m fact even greater and work here h  kept humming. Stitt 

tea m  from abroad are coming in commenting on our Teachers Great Initiation. Miss Hixaoa 
an tes shortly beet noth groat wisdom in her pen; her judgement on the defaulters is very per
ceptive and absolutely true to life. So many readers srrite in about the wonders of the Lectures, 
and oese letter from a reader in Canada, transmits the joy gained. Lectures and Astrological charts 
are ail eeorth their » eight in gold.

M r. L . T . P otter. S tok e-oo-T reot. Staffordshire.
There is somehing wrong with the Christian Religion when it condones 

animal cruelty. This is particularly bad at Christmas time when millions 
of dumb creatures are callously and cruelly slaughtered for no other 
reason than that people can gluttonise themselves. Then these church folk 
call themselves nice kind people ! ! ! I t is well known that there have 
always been hypocrites in the Christian church, but never so many as there 
is these days. ____________________

sitting m session for days r o l  
¡decide whether a booh is ‘matay* 
or not, and at the same a m

T M C  V O IC C  O F  T A U R U *
0« Swiday, ttth April a » m a l Praenunme a* MaM « I  fea 

kaM pnar te th* Haartaf H ¡98 Lvctur» al U l p.m. H | Mméa 
«HH »tari Jn»t altar t  p.m. and iM w ti  ai# H  aMa la Matan I  
Vaha« ManaMn playing LaM'i lympMma as as# aa
Saint-Saana' tntr«#ucti*n and Rana# Caprtcaiaaa Havanaiaa, 8 
H M g M  rvcardtng B h B uta#.

—tiS caMinf Mawn at tha Stattar Paartrt af Tasna— 
lt H Mapa# Hut an tMa accasían aa nuny staMants aa# tríanos 

arill gather tegethar ta Maar aar TaacMar as can HMHB mafct 
tMa laamay. TMa Laclare B hato as ts tMa Maak j tMa Saactaary 
m ttic Schaal sf Universal PMilataytiy anO Hcaling. tMa PafcliaMars 
at tMa Occuit Gasettr. at thair aramisas at I Phtllimare Placa, 
KansmgUn. LanOan. W i.

The roman catholic church 
seems to do nothing but spout
forth a never-endmg tirade about 
lax m onlt from the pope doacn- 
wards. I  rather think they astndd 
do beam to give some thought to 
the sravid’s starring miUioms or 
give their support to legislation 
prohibiting cruel sports like hunt
ing, shooting mad coursing. 
There is no doubt th a  kindness 
to animals is pleasing to God. 
Have you ever noticed the 
feeling of vsett-bemg »hen you 
throe cm crusts to the hungry 
birds on a cold venters day ? It 
is a sign th a  God is pleased (the 
opposite feeling to conscience 
when God is displeased).

But alas hate many of our 
religious people shoe kindness to 
the looser creatures of this emth ?

producers haring waxed f a  on 
their Christmas harvest get to
gether to mate plans for present
ing turkey as an all the year 
round dish. In taker words life 
is held pretty cheaply by these 
pseudo-religious people. It's a 
far bigger sin to overeat and 
overdrink, and look a  gaudy 
pictures in a magazine according 
to them.

The Church is responsible for 
this sorry state of off oris par
ticularly ctuhoEeism.

The housewives, echo go about 
m smug hypocrisy a  Christmas 
buying their ‘joints,* see only the 
cold mem, and not the production 
of same. I  have seen the horrible 

Juan rending scenes m the

joy to our nice kind churchfolh, 
but the wholesale death to the 
animal world. I  was greatly upset 
over these scenes and since then 
Christmas has always left a 
nasty taste m my mouth; the 
hypocrisy nauseates me.

Same with the poultry and 
turkeys. The housewives see 
nothing of the death throes of 
these birds or most of them 
would never touch it. Suck things 
are done not in public, but in 
isolated out of the way places 
so as not to upset their feelings, 
as they certainly would be if 
they had to witness same.

With regard to vivisection, 
medical knowledge gained 
through this method is best done 
without. Every day thousands of 
atugtals are cruelly tortured and 
mutilated by heartless people 

Km I
wai, 

Norn
the spectacle o f courts

to  one
things were , 
Christmas time,

warn. And 
worse m  

the period of
(This letter so effectively paints ta ten s  s t  -Mir dt iaateUupwM 

anOer the whiplash af cammercial matacMs ana sauttess scientific technicians, tfiat 
If the facts raise! arid the Principles behind them cannat be measured. Reads* 
requested ta camment an this letter and Mrs. Spearman-Caak will be making it 
ta her next month's Reminiscence. EDITOR).

in the guise of 5progress' No 
doubt many of these are mem
bers of the cJb Hm H

impartante

mote than once. I find that the 
Gazette improves each month, 
so I pass it on for others to 
read as it deserves. I have got 
a .lo t of knowledge but 1 am 
trying to get Wisdom and any
thing spiritual is my great 
interest, that b why I would 
like my soul (astrological) 
chart done as I am sure that 
it could help me to put into 
practice and live and help 
others to the best of my 
ability.

(Tha reader is absalately right 
abaut the impartance af the study 
and understanding af ana's awn 
birth chart. The mart a persan 
hnaws af its awn nature.—and sa 
much is revealed in the chart 
which the seal dabs net knew af 
itself—the mate is the chance that 
it can overcame and master itself. 
Editer). ____________
A Lady from Quebec 
province in Canada, who has 
suffered much persecution at 
catholic hands, writes a letter 
after receiving some of the 
Lectures from the Publishers :

Many thanks for the Lec
tures arrived today. What a 
sublime treat is now in store. 
I've read the delightful "Arrwhl 
and the Night Visitors," it well 
requires more readings to 
capture the profound meaning 
for the soul, and for moments 
of quiet reflection, again my 
earnest thanks.

(Later a letter arrived en
closing a love-offering with

PIL5C V - ---
I’m utterly overjoyed to do 

this as it has been in the fore-

thankfulness. The Lectures on 
Leviticus are divine and the 
current lectures of Genesis, I'm 
studying in every spare mom
ent. They are so complete, and 
so satisfying. God bless you all 
who are co-workers at the 
School of Universal Philosophy 
and Healing. I take this oppor
tunity of thanking you for 
inserting portions of my letters: 
it is a great privilege to serve 
in this manner, others seeing in 
another the determination to 
tread the oft-times stormy road 
‘to Glory' may find heart again.

Mbs Jeanne Hixson. 
Oklahoma. LJLA.

My grateful thanks for the 
privilege of receiving the O.G. 
and thank you for the extra 
copies you have sent. I am 
deeply grateful to share in the 
Light of Mrs. Spearman-Cook 
and Ra-Men-Ra. It it good to 
know that Mrs. Spearman-Cook 
was not alone during her 
initiation. Cowards will only be 
cowards. Somewhere in their 
make-up is a lot of fear and 
hate and it is bound to show 
up at sometime, and the only 
thing they seem able to do is 
to bare their fangs and run. 
God help them.

Mrs. C. A. Graham.
Brisbane, Australia.

1 would hate any of the 
O.G.s to go astray. 1 cannot 
tell you how j sorry k v, *s u> 
beat o f .

small for

Drugs & Health
C o n c ld . fro m  P re v . P ag e
this, for after you have been 
able to dear up any state of 
self-poisoning you could pre
pare yourself to draw down 
of the spirit, and be o f extreme 
help unto others.

As one nurse to another we 
know that nerves can be our 
own worst enemy, so it is our 
duty to try and get them steadied 
by a real and last cure; and 
the only answer to that is 
through the etheric. I  am sending 
to you BVCCHU, E Y E -  
BRIGHT, M IS T L E T O E  and 
H OREHOVSD, beside some 
herbal pills for your nerves.

Sterility

MRS. L  A. of Ghana. Your 
letter is extremely interes

ting, but you know one of the 
thiv p  we mortals me not 
nttowed to do. is tamper with 
the LAW.

Of course we will put your 
name on our healing list, but 
h would also help you greatly 
if  you could send in your birth 
details for us to have a closer 
look at your problem.

Yon know you must try 
and see things from a much 
wider point of view ; it may 
not he m the destiny of you 
and your husband to have 
children. And since one has 
fo consider Karma, a marri
age between two people is 
no guarantee of fruitfulness.

and even when children 
come, they do not always 
bring happiness.
You have not given me any 

details of the treatment receiv
ed by you, and also 1 do feel 
you are not facing your prob
lem in this life as well as you 
should. There is always a 
reason for everything, and you 
may have one clearly before 
you, for because it is not what 
you want, you would refuse to 
accept it.

I  am suggesting you try 
some W ILD ARRACH and 
SE P, with also son:; SERVE  
PILLS to remove any tension 
that can be caused by a childless 
union.

Have you ever thought of 
adopting a child, or better still, 
taking up some sort of occupat
ion where children need help ? 
Perhaps that is your lesson in 
this life, and, by refusing, could 
only add unto your trouble.

Mrs. Margaret Wilkinson, 
London. E.11.

Now may I say I think 
your writing o f "The Legacy 
of a Decaying Priesthood” 
really inspiring, in fact all the 
contents o f this Month’s 
Gazette (March) really uplift
ing, and 1 will have to read

yweastire ■  
reocivcu so very 
her inspired p e n . |
Occult Gazette arrives a new 
wave o f joy and anticipation 
floods my whole being, for the 
blessed moments ahead for 
tittle ole'me. I’ve asked The 
Almighty Being to bless her 
and grant her eternal years to 
continue her noble task in His 
Name.

I’m enclosing__which is a
love-offering in the spirit of

P B P R P m r m S S i M  T  w n  
w^erw^rcad o f vour great and 
wonderful initiation, and may 
God bless you more and may 
you  be able to carry on your 
wonderful work, which you are 
giving to the world, but I 
realise you must find the 
vibrations of the work) very 
hard on you now.

(This refers to Mrs. Marion 
Averill being killed in a motor 
car accident, as announced in 
January, 1964. Editar).

U a p e  " R e c o r d i n g s
SCHOOLS OF ETHEREA 
¿¿For expanding your con
sciousness into New Age : 
Attain wisdom, peace, power 
—A NEW LIFE—through 
fascinating teachings. In the 
comfort of your own. home 
attend popular Inner Temple 
classes opening Now worlds of 
New Age to Spiritual seekers. 
Send 5.95 for tape er request 
free information.

M AR G AR ET
11949 C a lifo rn i  

Y u c a ip a . C a b

RWIN

YEW BOOKS from the RE«EXC1T PR ESS
BEYOND RELATIVITY
By H. W. Heasan.
After many years of intensive study the 

author of this learned book presents his 
findings as to how the present atmosphere 
of materialism shall be replaced with a 
greater feeling Of mranmgftilness You 
will read how science itself can be re
interpreted so that the dynamic content of 
the universe shows itself. The ideas 
developed in this book are related together 
within the context of evolution, mental 
processes and the very art o f living itself.

Here is a new way of looking at the world 
outside ourselves, and the world inside 
from which thinking springs.

By post 22,6, U A A ., Canada Sj _50.

rr WAS REVEALED UNTO ME 
By W. P. Over (Physician and Surgeon). 
Every thinking person will lx  greatly help« 

and guided by reading , the wisdom th: 
Doctor Over brings to light in th;c xno 
interesting book. The author, has thraug 
years o f his worthy life, experienced mas 
incidents and now presents to yot
knowing that these experiences will be < 
inestimable use. Here is flwr study waic 
man must turn ’to  if  be s o n lj  solve fi 
burning c u e : “If z. n.sn die - <h» 
he live agaia.'1!  '

REGENCY w

SOUL MATES
By Arthur S. Mattes.
This is an exciting book that will grip the 

reader from beginning to end. It traces 
the eventful lives of a lawyer and his wife 
in the stir ring days of the fight for Ameri
can Independence. The saga then moves 
to a modem day setting in Philadelphia 
and to a distant planet in the sun-system 
where the “true self* of the heroine lives 
on. In the late mid-twentieth century the 
heroic couple are re-united aboard an 
Earth-bound Spaceship, and return home.

By post 17/-, U.S .V, Canada 52.50.
ISAIAH
By “Aquarius.”
Here are considered the aspirations for an 

ideal ruler, and many other aspects of this 
engrossing subject

By post 3/-, U.S.A., Canada 50.50.
LIVE BEYOND YOUR LIMITATIONS
By Celia Barrie.
A profound yet simply worded book which 

enables the reader to enjoy greater mental 
and physical vitality, and a psychic 
perception of things beyond the material. 
You leant how to become more intelli
gent increase your creative powers and 
live more fully, freely and happily, with
out strain, but up to your full capacity.

By post 11/6, U.S.A., Canada $2.00.
MANUSCRIPTS INVITED

XFORD ST., LONDON, W.C.I., ENGLAND
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An anthropological S tu d y  through  the 
Legend o f  Solom on

This article is taken from a special Lecture given on Wednesday, 22nd January, 1964 by 
Ra-Aien-Ra the name of the Voice from the Masters, through M rs. Gladys I . Spearman-Cook. 
,T h t rest of the Lecture was published last month under the title ' The C ity of the Sun .’

I ■  "1ONIGHT we seek Into the wisdom of Kings and its anthropological mysteries.
Very few of you understand the great wisdom and the essence of the 

■  Scriptures; in fact I would say there are very few that have ever realised 
that this Book holds the key to the wisdom of man, particularly the Book of Kings. 
There you will find in both Books the answer to all the problems that are now 
besetting the soul’s life, for it was then that the kingdom of the spirit was being 
established ; for the work of Solomon was to establish the Solar Pneumatikon body, 
the body of the Spirit: he did : that was the Church of the Christos; but in so 
doing he never took it any higher than the lunar plane. Consequently, untold evil 
was born within the soul, and it is of this that I  am going to explain to you 
tonight, among other mysteries; for once I  can bring to you, in the rendering, 
a little of the Chapters, you will see what I  am trying to portray to you. So as 
we seek through them, have all patience with me, and what may appear a very 
boring subject, but which in reality holds great wisdom. When I  deliver into your 
hands of the key, then perhaps you too may begin to understand a little more of 
what lies behind those mysterious words of the abstract, and the abstruse depth. 
All was placed this way to hide from the soul until they were ready; and then, 
when they had the courage to interpenetrate, they were ready.

The time has come when man is past being ready, and he should have made enquiry long 
ago. S o  note roe are trying to bring to man w ithin just a few  years, the whole 13,000 years 
that have almost been lost to him.

P A S T  LIFE PEERS FORTH
L l V I N G  in his personality, absorbed in knowledge and love of 
words, this soul is ever bringing out more and more intellectualism 
and thus still resurrecting his past personalities more and more.

for liberty, and the son of 
Solomon, seeks to gather the 
people together. And as he 
does so they demand that as 
the son of the king he must 
relieve them of their yoke.

H e asks them to depart and 
leave him to conjecture for 
three days. He then consults 
the old men, the ancient states 
of his father, by going into 
inward meditation. But on hav-

the twelve parts, within you and 
all your species;  your blood- 
life, the parts that are always 
having fights ; the wars of the 
Mahabharata.**! You may meet 
a friend who makes you very 
happy, but then you may meet 
somebody else who makes you 
feel quite the reverse unless you 
have learned to be ‘well removed* 
and capable of standing on your 
own two feet.

The Fight Against 
Multiplicity

H GAIN we seek to bring you 
x  another Point of wisdom 
bat will help you to under
and your psychological prob- 
tn s; for without a doubt all 
ems from the prototype set 
to operation in the early .part 

the soul growth, and now 
suits in states of mastery 
ken these come forth to 
tain their “mortuary meal.”*l 
i bring this home to you 
ccessfully, there can n o t be  a 

lo re  practical way th an  re- 
on to  yon of the 

ft^cliolopcaV  in-b iitit ttnoug li 
■he history created in  T im e.
I So once again we take l  
tings 12. A fte r  SO L O M O N  
tad fallen into the  waters o f 
ethe, one called JER O B O A M  
ikes over, and is called by the 
»rit to  pull all back into 
•der. But this opposition to  
jlom on only causes him  to 
ek to  kill this new-found 
ite  o f conscience; which 
tally results in Solomon being 
inished down into Egypt, the 

H ry  dregs o f the soul. This 
H ly  left him  with his wisdom 
I d  his misery.
■ T h u s  fo r Solomon all his 
H sdom  becam e a closed book, 
H* w hat he believed never 
H cam e as practical application, 
I t  m erely a secret society, and 

I  was buried with his fathers 
I t h e  City of D avid, the wealth
■  the Spirit, and REHOBOAM
■  son reigned in his stead. 
H e  soul that went from one 
I t e  of thought to another.

Therefore so far, it must be 
B n  how impossible it is for 
H n  to state that the wisdom  

the Bible is mere Scriptural 
Htory. It will be found, by 
H s e  who can solve its many 
H steries, that the whole is 
Hm ing with the mystery of the 
H  of the Genus ; therefore is 
H i of anthropological reason- 
H  that can solve man’s prob- 

is once he discards the 
H ro w  limited righteousness of 
H hodoxy.

1. These words which may 
Hm strange to a reader for the 
H t time portray the final accep- 

ce change of an old idea or 
racterlstlc or habit which is 
illy burled and forgotten and 
iceforth no longer a live part 

Hthe soul.

T H E  D E P T H S  O F  T H E  A B Y S S

Rehoboam  takes their advice, 
and as a millstone that grinds 
and pounds, he now seeks to  
crush and break down ail th a t 
Solomon had built up of 
multiplicity. Really he takes up 
the whip of flagellation and 
seeks to apply the sting of the 
scorpion.

This caused the people to  
think, for they departed into 
their tents (minds) and sought 
of their inner being by dwelling 
in the cities of Judah, karmic 
reflection (Leo). Thus Refiob- 

— rifiw w  ■ynrfflirrg1 iw w r
reigned over them : (a strong 
personality for the time being).

But they did not get very far 
before Rehoboam sent Adoram 
who was over the tribute, to 
now seek of them to :

“Render unto God that which 
was of God.”

Render up of the royalty, and 
they immediately stoned him : 
they would not part with what 
they had taken. Finally the whole 
of Israel rebelled against the 
spirit because they refused to 
give up of the earth that the 
Spirit could become the domin
ant factor.

The Soul’s Lack of 
Purpose

THUS they called back 
Jeroboam , he who was 

more lenient, and so there were 
none that followed the house 
of David. Therefore when this 
is seen by and large it portrays 
unto the seeking man the mys
teries of psychological intricacy; 
how man builds up of his 
problems, his sorrows and his 
difficulties.

Here was placed before the 
people as a soul the way to 
find freedom, but when it 
implied hard work and sacri-

■S a soul is dauntless so he is able to meet the very depths of his own past creations of 
power.

Here are seen the Hell-fires which every soul has to meet and master, the destructive actions 
of mind that destroy the Spiritual Fire-Light and m ultiply his personal 7-wants and destres j 
self. B u t if such a one can face what he is doing to him self and still keep the pu t.iy  of 
beliefs he will overcome them by the very cry to the Powers of the Spirit to protect and assis

Unless m an takes unto him 
self that of the Cup and seeks 
into the depths of “M an truly 
Know Thyself,” he will never 
find the answer to  the psycho
logical and pathological restric
tions that now clamp him down 
in unlimited captivity.

Thus with the closing down 
of such a promising episode 
new activity had to begin, for 
the Law is not very far behind 
on these occasions. So in 
C hapter 12 we find a new 
influence comes into the picture, 
and Rehoboam, he who seeks

ing gained their opinion he 
¿¿Lc £%f the npieds of the young 

' pit tKcii* advice was not 
oflw«rdr> but of action that 
g l f i  chastise arid loves  ' ife  

remember.

i l l  q.t ajsou!, c #y --

** 2. The Wars of the Mahab- 
haratas is an account of the 
struggles and battles between two 
families the Pandavas and the 
Kauravas for the possession of a 
kingdom in Northern India. It is 
one of the great Hindu Epics in 
verse and psychological war that 
continually happens within any 
soul who is trying to master the 
past entanglement and growth of 
himself. The five brothers being 
the five senses and the Northern 
kingdom being the same as the 
Egyptian Northern Kingdom, 
tue Light of Mind Awareness.

C o n c lu d e d  on  P a g e  12
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